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Abstract 

Emergency services has a vital function in society, and except saving lifes a functioning emergency service 

system provides the inhabitants of any give society with a sence of feeling secure. Because of the delicate 

nature of the services provided there is always an interest in improvement with regards to the 

performance of the system. In order to have a good system there are a variety of models that can be used 

as decision making support. An important component in many of these models are the travel time of an 

emergency vehicle.  In In this study the focus lies in travel time estimation for the emergency services and 

how it could be estimated by using a neural network, called a deep learning process in this report.  

The data used in the report is map matched GPS points that have been collected by the emergency 

services in two counties in Sweden, Östergötland and Västergötland. The map matched data has then 

been matched with NVDB, which is the the national road database, adding an extra layer of information, 

such as roadlink geometry, number of roundabouts etc. To find the most important features to use as 

input in the developed model a Pearson and Spearman correlation test was performed. Even if these two 

tests do not capture all possible relations between features they still give an indication of what features 

that can be included.   

The deep learning process developed within this study uses route length, average weighted speed limit, 

resource category, and road width. It is trained with 75% of the data leaving the remaining 25% for testing 

of the model.  The DLP gives a mean absolute error of 51.39 when trained and 59.21 seconds when 

presented with new data. This in comparison a simpler model which calculates the travel time by dividing 

the route length with the weighted averag speed limt, which gives a mean absolute error of 227.48 

seconds. 

According to the error metrics used in order to evaluate the models the DLP performs better than the 

current model. However there is a dimension of complexity with the DLP which makes it sort of a black 

box where something goes in and out comes an estimated travel time. If the aim is to have a more 

comprehensive model, then the current model has its benefits over a DLP. However the potential that lies 

in using a DLP is entruiging, and with a more in depth analysis of features and how to classify these in 

combination with more data there may be room for developing more complex DLPs.    
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1. Introduction 

The emergency rescue services (ERS) is a key component in society and has a great 
influence on how secure the inhabitants of any given society feel. Besides the traditional 
instances of getting to scenes of accident and saving lives, the emergency service in 
Sweden also work with accident prevention, such as traffic safety, suicidal prevention and 
fall prevention (Myndigheten för samhällskydd och beredskap, 2015). Even though all 
proactive measures are viewed as positive and can benefit the ERS, a part of the operation 
will most certain be reactive.  

With an increasing life expectancy, a larger elderly population than before (SCB, 2016), 
and an increase in emergency instances, in combination with the fact that there is a slight 
decrease of staff within the emergency services (Myndigheten för samhällskydd och 
beredskap, 2015; Myndigheten för samhällskydd och beredskap, 2014), there is enough 
incentive to address the issue of always striving for a more efficient use of the ERS:s 
resources. 

A strategic approach in addressing the issue is to make good or even optimal decisions 
considering the design of the system. One important factor when making these types of 
decisions is the expected response time, which is the time from when an alarm has been 
received, until a unit has reached the emergency site. The response time is further 
composed by three components,  

• Alarm time – the time consumed from first receiving the call and forwarding it to 
a local emergency rescue service unit. 

• Chute time – the time consumed from receiving the emergency description at the 
local emergency rescue services until adequate personnel starts moving towards 
the emergency site   

• Travel time – the time consumed when traveling from a vehicles current position 
to the emergency site (Myndigheten för samhällskydd och beredskap, 2015). 

This division of response time is specific for Sweden and the definition may vary between 
countries. However, the largest part of response time is in most of the cases the travel time 
and how to estimate the travel time in order to make better strategic decisions is the focus 
of this study.  

1.1. Problem formulation 

As mentioned, the expected response time is one of the most important and used factors 
when planning rescue and response resources (Elalouf, 2012). Despite this, a fairly simple 
model is currently used to estimate the travel time which is the largest part of the response 
time. In the case of Swedish emergency services, one way of estimating the travel time is  
by only considering the route length and the weighted speed limit. This simplification of 
the actual speed of the vehicles can cause large errors in the estimations which in turn could 
potentially cause decision maker to make suboptimal decisions when planning. Planning 
decisions made within the area of emergency services, can be, but are not limited to 
resource allocation and facility location. An inadequately placed facility or resource will 
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most likely have a negative effect on the  system, potentially increasing the response time 
for certain geographical areas. Depending on the severity of the emergency a matter of 
minutes can be the difference between a poorly and a successfully executed instance.     

Travel time is a key component in several models in the area of transportation.  However 
because of the nature of emergency situations, and the design and functionality of 
emergency vehicles the same assumptions cannot be applied as for models concerning i.e 
transportation of goods (Wang, et al. 2013). In general, many of the resources used by the 
rescue services are heavy and difficult to maneuver in small streets and during periods of 
congested traffic. As a countermeasure to this they have the option of using sirens and are 
not obliged to follow traffic rules and regulations. This gives them the possibility to drive 
faster than the speed limits, drive on roads where regular cars are not allowed, etc (Elalouf, 
2012). In short, the conventional travel time models used today in the area of traffic are not 
suitable for emergency vehicles and because of the reasons mentioned here and in the 
previous section it can be argued that there is a need for a more accurate way/model for 
estimating the travel times of emergency vehicles.  

1.2. Aim 

The aim of the study is to develop and evaluate a deep learning process that estimates 
travel time for emergency services. The evaluation is then done by comparing the results 
to a simpler model.  

1.3. Limitations 

The term emergency service is a broad term which, depending on whom is asked, might 
span over a variation of vehicles, land, air or water based, belonging to the ambulance, the 
fire department, and the police department. This study will focus on estimating travel times 
for land-based vehicles belonging to the ambulance and fire department.  

Another limitation of the study is of a geographical nature where travel time is estimated 
for emergency services in two counties  in Sweden. How the deep learning process can be 
applied for emergency vehicles in other countries where other conditions might apply is 
out of the scope of this study.  

1.4. Research questions 

• How well does the basic model perform when estimating travel times for 
emergency vehicles? 

• What factors are the most relevant to use in a deep learning process when estimating 
the travel times for emergency vehicles? 

• Is it possible to get a better estimate of emergency vehicle travel times utilizing a 
deep learning process, compared with the currently used method?   

As the aim of the study is to develop a model and evaluate it the first question must be 
answered in order to be able to make an evaluation of the model developed in this study. 
The second research question  will aid in the development of the model allowing some 
investigation in what features that are needed in a deep learning process. As the first 
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question opens for the possibility of comparing models, the last research question allows 
for completion of the aim.      

1.5. Structure of the report 

Chapter 1 of this report introduces the topic and explains the issues with travel time 
estimation in the context of emergency services. The aim and purpose of the study is also 
presented within Chapter 1 together with the limitations and the research questions. The 
second chapter is dedicated to methodology where the two major sections are dedicated to 
methods in data preprocessing and deep learning. Chapter 3 presents relevant information 
in the areas of travel time estimation and also in the area of deep learning. Chapter 4 is 
dedicated to the data used in this study.  

Further the 5th chapter describes de current model followed by the deep learning process 
developed in this study in Chapter 6. The results both for the current model and the one 
developed in this study is presented in Chapter 7. Analysis of the results is provided in 
Chapter 8 followed by discussion and conclusion in Chapter 10 and 11.   
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2. Methodology 

The chapter will touch on the different methods that are relevant and was planned to be 
used to reach the aim and fulfill the purpose of the study. The different methods are briefly 
described in the coming sections with the advantages and disadvantages related to the 
specific method. Chapter 2 can be viewed as a road map to which steps that have been 
taken in order to finish the study as it starts with a literature review and ends with deep 
learning. Different databases such as Google scholar, and LiU’s own database with articles 
has been used in order to find relevant literature for the methodology. Some of the different 
key words that have been used are, deep learning, neural networks, data preprocessing, 
outlier detection, feature selection  

2.1. Litterature review 

A literature review is usually conducted in order to give the author and the reader an 
overview of what has been previously done in the selected research area. Besides providing 
the study at hand with a solid base of knowledge, it also helps to avoid the study to be a 
duplicate of previous work (Ejvegård, 2009). Boote & Beile (2005) argued that a literature 
review is not only conducted in order to get an understanding of the topic, but also serves 
a purpose of inspiring to new work and is therefore an important step before any study or 
research can be made. In accordance with (Boote & Beile, 2005), (Mudavanhu, 2017) also 
mentioned that even if it can seem that a literature review is a summary of available 
literature within the studied topic this is merely the first out of four steps of a complete 
literature review. All four steps are described in the bullet list below:  

• To review literature  
• To critique the literature by finding both positive and negative aspects of the 

research 
• To identify gaps in the literature and find potential new areas within the topic that 

have not been explored yet 
•  To give a background to the study at hand.  

One of the advantages of a literature review is the fact that it is possible to generate a large 
amount of information in a fairly short time. With access to large databases it is also an 
easy task that today can be performed from almost anywhere (Ejvegård, 2009).  

The drawback of the method is that if not being careful and critical of the sources found it 
is possible to get misinformed. This due to the fact that the information found in books, 
newspapers, web pages, etc. might not always be very clear with the purpose or what 
methods that have been applied in order to get the presented results or information 
(Björklund & Paulsson, 2012). The risk of being misinformed can somewhat be mitigated 
by strictly using articles published in scientific journals, however there are no guarantees.  

Another disadvantage of the described method is that even with the possibility of attaining 
a lot of information, too little or too much of the same type of information can be acquired, 
this can lead to not fully grasping the full scope of the topic which is a drawback for the 
entire study and could in the worst case turn out in a subjective study.  
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2.2. Quantitative methodology  

When conducting a study there are different methods of approach for the problems to be 
investigated. In general, there are two major disciplines to be utilized when approaching a 
problem, a qualitative or a quantitative method. Broadly speaking the main difference lies 
in the type of data that is used in the studies, where qualitative data is interpretable and 
hard to measure and quantitative data is measurable and consists of numerical values 
(Björklund & Paulsson, 2012). 

When working with quantitative data and performing analysis of such there are two steps 
that must be fulfilled. The first is to construct a model that depicts the studied process or 
system. The second is to calibrate that model with a selected method that is appropriate for 
the problem at hand (Brandimarte, 2011).  

A model will by its definition never be a perfect depiction of reality. Real systems and 
processes are very complex and tend to depend on a variety of factors that has an impact 
on the performance of that unique system. Depending on the system or process that is being 
studied the level of complexity will differ and to include all factors in a model can in some 
cases be impossible. It can also be that it is not necessary to include all the factors to depict 
the fundamentals of the system or process that is being studied. In any case, the main 
purpose of working with a model is in most of the cases to simplify the complex reality 
into something that is easy to grasp (Eriksson & Wiedersheim-Paul, 2011) 

Brandimarte (2011) points out the importance of focusing on the construction of the model, 
the solving method and the understanding of that method. Understanding the selected 
method is crucial since an unsuitable solving method or a poorly constructed model can 
lead to faulty results and limits the contribution of the report drastically.  

As there are different methods or approaches to solve a given problem there are also 
different type of models. Models are mainly divided into two different classes, descriptive 
or prescriptive. A descriptive model is used for predictions or when relationship between 
variables is sought. As the name implies it describes a system and can be used to provide 
decisionmakers with information accurate enough to make a motivated decision. On the 
contrary a prescriptive model is used to generate a solution, and to give i.e the optimal 
settings for a system. What type of model to use should be decided with respect to the 
purpose and the aim of the study and the knowledge and preferences of the practitioner 
(Brandimarte, 2011).  

2.3. Data preprocessing 

In any kind of study, whether it is a qualitative or quantitative, there will most likely be 
some kind of data analysis. The analysis of data constitutes the foundation of many studies 
in different research areas and it is therefore important for the result that the data is analyzed 
adequately utilizing an appropriate method, as mentioned in section 2.2 (Famili, et al. 1997). 
Assuming that a model is constructed, and an appropriate solving method is already 
selected, doesn’t necessarily mean that satisfying results are generated by default. It is of 
high importance that the data used in the analysis is of good quality, since faulty or 
incomplete data doesn’t reflect reality and will therefore have an undesired impact on the 
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performance of the model. Han et al. (2012) highlighted three issues that can and will most 
likely arise when handling data: data is inaccurate, data is incomplete, or data is inconsistent. 
Inaccuracies in quantitative data simply means that values are available but are wrong for 
one or another reason. These can be caused by noise, human error, malfunctioning data 
gathering tools etc. Incomplete data is manifested as missing values and inconsistent data 
can be described as data with discrepancies, i.e having different date formats in the same 
data set(Han, et al. 2012).  

Another example of inconsistent data could be the case where two or more links in a road 
network create routes, ergo the sum of the link lengths is also the route length. However, 
in the data where route length and link lengths are attributes, the sum of links does not 
match with the value given for routes in the data. This would be an inconsistency in the 
data and has to be addressed.   

For whatever reason the data is faulty, the flaws should be identified and corrected, utilizing 
a suitable method. This process of finding and correcting data is what in this report is 
referred to as data preprocessing. Famili et al. (1997) mentioned that data preprocessing in 
one way or another is most likely needed in every real-world project, and can have several 
positive effects, such as decreasing the training time for a neural network. The process of 
data preprocessing is described mathematically in tableEquation Error! Reference source n
ot found.Error! Reference source not found.Error! Reference source not found.Error! 
Reference source not found.Error! Reference source not found.Error! Reference 
source not found.Error! Reference source not found.Error! Reference source not 
found.Error! Reference source not found.Error! Reference source not found.Error! 
Reference source not found.Error! Reference source not found.Error! Reference 
source not found.Error! Reference source not found., where �, is the transformation of 
data, 隙沈賃, resulting in new data 桁沈珍.  桁沈珍 = �岫隙沈賃岻 Err�r!  R���r���� s�ur�� ��t ��u��.
拳ℎ結堅結: 隙沈賃=  嫌結建 剣血 穴欠建欠 拳件建ℎ 件 件券嫌建欠券潔結嫌 欠券穴 倦 血結欠建憲堅結嫌 決結血剣堅結 喧堅結喧堅剣潔結嫌嫌件券訣 穴欠建欠 桁沈珍  =  嫌結建 剣血 券結拳 穴欠建欠 拳件建ℎ 件 件券嫌建欠券潔結嫌 欠券穴 倹 血結欠建憲堅結嫌 欠血建結堅 喧堅結喧堅剣潔結嫌嫌件券訣 穴欠建欠  

 

Error! Reference source not found.Error! Reference source not found.Error! Ref
erence source not found.Error! Reference source not found.Error! Reference source 
not found.Error! Reference source not found.Error! Reference source not 
found.Error! Reference source not found.Error! Reference source not found.Error! 
Reference source not found.Error! Reference source not found.Error! Reference 
source not found.Error! Reference source not found.In the following sections the 
different methods used in data preprocessing are described. Even though there are more 
techniques than those mentioned, these were not relevant to the study and are therefore not 
mentioned in this report.  
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2.3.1. Cleaning 

Data cleaning is the process of removing outliers, identifying and replacing missing values, 

smoothening out noise, etc. The cleaning process adds trustworthiness to the data which is 
important since the user essentially should trust the data that is being used, or at least 
believe that it is reliable (Han, et al. 2012). 

2.3.1.1. Missing value  

As mentioned, one part of data cleaning is to identify and replace missing values, when 
dealing with such a phenomenon there are a variety of methods to apply, some simpler and 
some slightly more advanced. A few of them are described here in a bullet list.  

• Method of ignoring – as the name implies, by applying this method the missing 
values are simply ignored. Although a simple method to use, it might not be the 
best practice since it will always be further from reality.  • Use the most common value – selecting the most frequent occurring value for that 
specific attribute. • Use the most common value for class attributes – the same as the previous method, 
with the difference that attributes are divided into classes. The most frequent 
occurring value in that class will then be selected as the replacement value.   • Substitution by measure of central tendency – missing values are with this method 
replaced with means, or medians of the attribute. As with the previous method it is 
also here valid to use the means or medians of attributes divided into classes.  • Substitution by most probable value – in this category there are several methods 
that can be applied, the most probable value can be found by regression, decision 
trees, or even a neural network (Han, et al. 2012; Kotsiantis, et al. 2006).  

Addressing the issue of missing values is important as some algorithms or programs may 
not be able to run with “null” or simply no values in the data.  

2.3.1.2. Outlier detection 

Another issue which must be addressed when working with any type of data is the 
identification and elimination of outliers. The definition of an outlier used by Hodge & 
Austin (2004) is  

“An observation (or subset of observations) which appears to be inconsistent with the 
remainder of that set of data.”  

Another definition used by Aggarwal (2017) is  

“An outlier is an observation which deviates so much from the other observations as to 
arouse suspicions that it was generated by a different mechanism.”   

Even if the two definitions of outliers vary slightly it is evident that an outlier is a data 
point which is not considered to belong to the data set and needs to be dealt with. A data 
set can therefore be divided into normal data and outliers which can be further distinguished 
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as noise and anomalies. Noise and anomalies are also referred to as weak and strong outliers 
respectively (Aggarwal, 2017).  

A data set with a high portion of outliers will have a degrading effect on the learning 
process for any algorithm and will also distort averages, standard deviations and other 
descriptive statistical measures, giving a distorted depiction of what is being sought.  

Normally, data is generated by one or more processes. However, any mistake or 
misunderstanding in the generating processes may cause the creation of outliers. Outliers 
always have characteristics that differs from normal data (Aggarwal, 2017) and the 
challenge lies in detecting those differences and deciding in how to model the normal data 
(Han, et al. 2012; Hodge & Austin, 2004). Since the choice of how to model data normality 
ultimately lies in the hands of the analyst, it is of high importance that there is a certain 
level of understanding of the data (Aggarwal, 2017), this is important allowing to justify 
why an outlier is an outlier (Han, et al. 2012).  

Outlier detection algorithms always start with creating a model of patterns that the normal 
data is supposed to follow. The outlier scores will be calculated based on the fitness 
between data point and assumed model. The choice of model is always a trade-off. A 
simpler model will fail to detect some unobvious outliers however a too complex model 
will somehow explain some outliers as normal data. 

Some outlier detection methods will be described in a bullet here. 

• Maximum log likelihood – The max log likelihood method can be used assuming that 
the data is normally distributed. If the data satisfies the assumption the log likelihood 
function can be maximized leading to estimates of the mean and the standard deviation, 軽岫捲̂, �̂ 岻.  
Data that then is located one, two or three standard deviation away from the mean can 
then be assumed to be an outlier.  

• Z value test – it is an outlier detection method for 1-dimensional data. Consider a data 
set where 隙怠, 隙態, … , 隙� denotes N observations, the test value for each data point can 
be expressed by Equation (2):  

傑沈 = |隙沈 − �|�  
岫な岻 

激ℎ結堅結 傑沈 =  傑 建結嫌建 懸欠健憲結 血剣堅 穴欠建欠 喧剣件券建 件 隙沈 = 経欠建欠 喧剣件券建 件 � =  建ℎ結 兼結欠券 懸欠健憲結 剣血 建ℎ結 訣件懸結券 穴欠建欠 嫌結建 � =  建ℎ結 嫌建欠券穴欠堅穴 穴結懸件欠建件剣券 剣血 建ℎ結 訣件懸結券 穴欠建欠 嫌結建 
 

Error! Reference source not found.Error! Reference source not found.Error! Ref
erence source not found.Error! Reference source not found.Error! Reference source 
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not found.Error! Reference source not found.Error! Reference source not 
found.Error! Reference source not found.Error! Reference source not found.Error! 
Reference source not found.Error! Reference source not found.Error! Reference 
source not found.Error! Reference source not found.Error! Reference source not 
found.Error! Reference source not found.Error! Reference source not found.Z value 
shows the relative distance between data point and the mean value compared to standard 
deviation. One way to detect outliers is when the Z value is larger than three times of 
standard deviation. 

2.3.1.3. Feature selection 

Another technique which in this study will be associated with cleaning the data but can be 
found under data reduction in other literature is called feature selection. The purpose of 
feature selection is to remove the data that is of no use when describing the underlying 
relationship between input and output, and to remove data that is viewed as redundant. 
Irrelevant or redundant data can in worst case prolong the learning process of an algorithm 
(Garcia, et al. 2016). 

Both Miao & Niu (2016) and Avrim & Langley (1997) described different ways of 
approaching the issue of feature selection. Although there are a variety of different 
algorithms developed for the purpose of selecting the relevant features in a data set Avrim 
& Langley (1997) mentioned that one of the simplier methods to use when selecting the 
most relevant features is to analyze the correlation of each feature with the target and then 
selecting the 倦 features with the highest value.   

Pearson correlation coefficient is a measurement showing the linear relationship between 
two variables. The value of coefficient closer to -1 or 1 indicates a stronger negative or 
positive relationship respectively however no relationship between two variables is given 
when the value is close to 0 (Sari et. al 2017). For two variables X and Y, the Pearson 
correlation coefficient will be calculated by Equation 岫に岻: 

ρ諜,超 = 潔剣懸岫隙, 桁岻�諜 ∗ �超  
岫に岻 

拳ℎ結堅結 ρ諜,超 = 喧結欠堅嫌剣券 潔剣堅堅結健欠建件剣券 潔剣結血血件潔結券建 決結建拳結結券 懸欠堅件欠決健結 隙 欠券穴 桁 潔剣懸岫隙, 桁岻 = 建ℎ結 潔剣懸欠堅件欠券潔結 決結建拳結結券 懸欠堅件欠決健結 隙 欠券穴 桁 �諜 , �超 = 建ℎ結 嫌建欠券穴欠堅穴 穴結懸件欠建件剣券 剣血 懸欠堅件欠決健結 隙 欠券穴 桁 堅結嫌喧結潔建件懸結健検 

 

As the Pearson correlation is used for linearly related data it is also possible to calculate 
the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient which is used for non-linear correlated data 
shown in Equation (4).  

r = 潔剣懸岫堅訣諜, 堅訣超岻�追�難 + �追�汝  
岫ぬ岻 
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拳ℎ結堅結 堅訣諜 , 堅訣超 =  建ℎ結 堅欠券倦結穴 懸欠堅件欠決健結嫌 潔剣懸岫堅訣諜 , 堅訣超岻 =  建ℎ結 潔剣懸欠堅件欠券潔結 決結建拳結結券 建拳剣 懸欠堅件欠決健結嫌 �追�難 , �追�汝 =  建ℎ結 嫌建欠券穴欠堅穴 穴結懸件欠建件剣券 剣血 建ℎ結 堅欠券倦結穴 穴欠建欠 

 

 

2.3.2. Transformation  

As the action of cleaning the data considers specific data points with a specific property. 
Transformation of data will take the whole data set into account and alter it. Examples on 
how to alter data can be aggregation, normalization, and construction of new attributes 
(Han, et al. 2012). In this section the main focus is on normalization.  

Normalization is a way of scaling the data and is used when the range between values in 
different features are very large (Kotsiantis, et al. 2006). Essentially what normalization 
does is to keep the relation between features and data points within the same feature, trying 
to give all the features equal weights. This creates a denser set of data which is, according 
to Kotsiantis et al. (2006), desirable when working with neural networks or algorithms 
involving distance measures such as the K-Nearest Neighbor algorithm (Han, et al. 2012). 

There are different ways of normalizing data, Equation 岫の岻 and 岫は岻 shows two different 
methods to use when normalizing the data at hand.  

• Min-Max normalization 

懸沈′ = 懸沈 −�i� 懸銚�ax 懸銚 −�i� 懸銚 岫券結拳�ax 懸銚 − 券結拳�i� 懸銚 岻 + 券結拳�i� 懸銚 岫の岻 
拳ℎ結堅結: 懸沈 = 穴欠建欠喧剣件券建 懸欠健憲結 �i� 懸銚 = 兼件券件兼憲兼 懸欠健憲結 剣血 欠建建堅件決憲建結 欠  �ax 懸銚 = 兼欠捲件兼憲兼 懸欠健憲結 剣血 欠建建堅件決憲建結 欠  [券結拳�i� 懸銚 , 券結拳�ax 懸銚] = 堅欠券訣結 剣血 券結拳 懸欠健憲結嫌 懸沈′ = 建ℎ結 券結拳 懸欠健憲結 

 

 

• Z-score normalization  

懸沈′ = 懸沈 − 隙銚�銚  岫は岻 
拳ℎ結堅結: 懸沈 = 穴欠建欠 喧剣件券建 件 懸欠健憲結 隙銚 = 兼結欠券 懸欠健憲結 剣血 欠建建堅件決憲建結 欠 �銚 = 嫌建欠券穴欠堅穴 穴結懸件欠建件剣券 剣血 欠建建堅件決憲建結 欠 
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Kotsiantis et al. (2006) stated that the two techniques are commonly used when wanting to 
normalize data. The z-score normalization transforms the dataset making the mean value 
of an attribute to be zero with a standard deviation of one. This method is according to Han 
et al. (2012) preferable to use when the maximum and minimum values of a dataset is 
unknown or when the extreme values have a high impact on the min-max normalization.   

Aggregation that was mentioned earlier is simply an aggregation of several data points into 
a new value. The new value is computed either by summation, mean, median or other 
suitable method (Han, et al. 2012).  

2.4. Deep Learning 

What we today know as deep learning originates from ideas about neural networks 
formulated in the 1940’s. These first explorations of a neural network didn’t solve any 
harder problems but was the first step in this area and inspired others in exploring the 
possibilities (Yadav, et al. 2015). With the evolution of neural networks and deep neural 
networks, which in this paper is referred to as deep learning processes (DLP), well-known 
hard computational problems have been solved. Some of these include, object recognition, 
speech recognition, classification problems etc. (Jindal, et al. 2017) 

 

Figure 1- Deep learning 

As shown in Figure 1- Deep learning, the deep learning structure for one output regression 
problem consists of three parts which are  

• one input layer 隙 with 券 features,  
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• 堅 hidden layers in between with 券ℎ neurons in hidden layer ℎ 
• one output layer 桁.  

The first layer or the input layer, receives a set of input, the mathematical formulation of 
the input is denoted in Equation 岫ば岻. It shows the data includes 兼 instances with 券 features. 

隙⃑ = [隙怠, 隙態, … , 隙陳]� = [ 隙怠怠, 隙怠態, … , 隙怠券隙態怠, 隙態態, … , 隙態券教隙陳怠, 隙陳態, … , 隙陳券] 
岫ば岻 

 

Every hidden layer consists of different numbers of neurons (for example, hidden layer i 
has 券沈 neurons) that are fully connected to the preceding and succeeding layers, where the 
connections are denoted as weights and bias.  

If we describe the network model as function �, the output from the model for instance 喧 
would be Y椎 = G(隙⃑椎) , 拳ℎ結堅結 隙⃑椎 = [隙喧な, 隙喧に, … , 隙喧券]. While the performance of the model is 
given by the loss function ∑ L(G(隙̂椎), 桁̂椎)椎  where 桁̂椎 represents the target output for instance 喧. The loss function is selected appropriately depending on the problem definition. The 
goal of DLP is to minimize the loss function which is the total distance between our 
estimated output 桁 and target output 桁̂.  

The learning process starts from a randomly pre-defined weight matrix W and bias b and 
experiences a couple of epochs of training process. In each epoch, a forward pass and then 
a backward propagation will be implemented. The forward propagation is to pass values 
from input layer all the way to the output layer based on the current state of weight and 
bias. While backward propagation is to change the value of weight and bias aiming at a 
less value of loss function. Because this is a minimization problem, each element in matrix 激 and bias 決 should be adjusted to the direction which is the opposite of the gradient of 

loss function with respect to weight and bias since this is a minimization problem. The 
process will be terminated when the pre-defined stop condition is satisfied, or the number 
of finished iterations have reached the maximum (Lecun, et al. 2012). In the following 
sections the building blocks of a DLP and the methods used to compute a final output value 
are going to be described in more depths.  

2.4.1. Forward propagation 

As mentioned the hidden layers in a DLP consists of different numbers of neurons 
connected to the preceding and succeeding layer. The relationship between a neuron in 
layer ℎ and all neurons in the previous layer are shown in Figure 2 – a neuron and Equation 岫ぱ岻. Each neuron in the hidden layer is associated with an activation function that activates 
once it receives information from the previous layer (Haykin, 2009). The type of problem 
that is formulated and sought to be solved dictates what type of activation function is 
suitable to use. The activation functions can add nonlinearity into the model so that the 
model can describe more complex relationship between input and output (Lecun, et al. 
2012;Amita, et al. 2015). The activation function does not need to be the same through the 
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entire network. An appropriately chosen activation function is also important for the speed 
of convergence and the performance of the network.  

 

 

Figure 2 – a neuron  

傑珍ℎ岫賃岻 = {  
  血(欠珍怠岫賃岻) =     血 (∑拳沈珍ℎ岫賃岻 ∗ X辿 + 決珍ℎ岫賃岻津

沈=怠 )      件血 ℎ = な
血岫欠珍ℎ岫賃岻岻 = 血岫∑ 拳沈珍ℎ岫賃岻 ∗ 傑沈,ℎ−怠 + 決珍ℎ岫賃岻津ℎ−1

沈=怠 岻     剣建ℎ結堅拳件嫌結 
岫ぱ岻 

激ℎ結堅結, 傑珍ℎ岫賃岻 = 建ℎ結 懸欠健憲結 剣血 建ℎ結 券結憲堅剣券 倹 件券 健欠検結堅 ℎ 件券 結喧剣潔ℎ 倦   
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血岫岻 =   欠潔建件懸欠建件剣券 血憲券潔建件剣券 欠珍ℎ岫賃岻 = 喧堅結 − 欠潔建件懸欠建件剣券 嫌憲兼 血剣堅 券結憲堅剣券 倹 件券 健欠検結堅 ℎ 件券 結喧剣潔ℎ 倦 X辿       =  建ℎ結 件痛ℎ 血結欠建憲堅結 剣血 件券喧憲建 穴欠建欠 隙 券ℎ−怠 = 券憲兼決結堅 剣血 券結堅憲剣券嫌 件券 健欠検結堅 ℎ − な  拳沈珍ℎ岫賃岻 = 拳結件訣ℎ建 剣血 券結憲堅剣券 Z辿,竪−怠 剣券 建ℎ結 券結憲堅剣券 Z棚,竪 件券 結喧剣潔倦 倦  決珍ℎ岫賃岻   = 決件欠嫌 血剣堅 建ℎ結 懸欠健憲結 剣血 券結憲堅剣券 傑珍ℎ件券 ℎ件穴穴結券 健欠検結堅 ℎ 件券 結喧剣潔倦 倦 

2.4.2. Hyper parameters 

As the selection of activation function is a decision that has to be made, another one is the 
selection of number of hyper parameters. Some of the hyper parameters are the number of 
neurons and the hidden layers, selecting how many to use is a part of designing the DLP. 
Huang (2003) presented two Equations 岫ひ岻 and 岫なに岻 in order to determine the amount of 
neurons in a two layered forward feeding network (TLFFN), that is a DLP with no back 
propagation. 

軽憲兼決結堅 剣血 券結憲堅剣券嫌 件券 血件堅嫌建 健欠検結堅 = √岫堅 + に岻兼 + に√ 兼堅 + に 岫ひ岻 
軽憲兼決結堅 剣血 券結憲堅剣券嫌 件券 嫌結潔剣券穴 健欠検結堅 = 堅√ 兼堅 + に  岫など岻 

拳ℎ結堅結, 堅 = 券憲兼決結堅 剣血 券結憲堅剣券嫌 件券 剣憲建喧憲建 健欠検結堅 兼 = 建ℎ結 券憲兼決結堅 剣血 件券嫌建欠券潔結嫌 

 

However as a TLFFN is not really a DLP it is hard to say how this method is applicable 
when constructing a DLP for travel time estimations.  

In the area of remote sensing Stathakis (2009) mentioned that there is no exact method on 
how to determine the amount of neurons and hidden layers, but do refer to the study 
published by (Huang, 2003) claiming that the two formulas are good to use when a model 
shows a much better performance on training data than testing data which is also called 
overfitting a model. As the prior method is for a TLFFN Xiao et al. (2014) mentions an 
equation, seen in Equation 岫なぬ岻, to determine how many neurons to use in a one layered 
network. In contrast to the equations presented by Huang (2003) this method applies to a 
neural network utilizing the back propagation, but consists only of one hidden layer. ℎ券 = √件券 + 剣券 + � 岫なな岻 拳ℎ結堅結, 件券 = 券憲兼決結堅 剣血 券結憲堅剣券嫌 件券 件券喧憲建 健欠検結堅 剣券 = 券憲兼決結堅 剣血 券結憲堅剣券嫌 件券 剣憲建喧憲建 健欠検結堅 
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� = な 判 � 判 など 

 

 

(Stathakis, 2009) mentioned that there in general are 4 different methods that are used when 
deciding on the architecture of a DLP these are presented below: 

• Trial and error – Even though not so complex, a method that can be utilized.  • Heuristic search – a heuristic search is according to Stathakis (2009) used as a 
point of departure to eventually end up in trial and error • Exhaustive search – considered to be inapplicable for any real-world application 
due to the extensive time it will take to evaluate all the topologies.   • Pruning and constructive algorithm – This method refers to analyzing the weights 
and then adding or removing them resulting in the adding or removing neurons.  

Stathakis (2009) ultimately presented a method for classification problems that is 
fundamentally based on a genetic algorithm. Concluding that a heuristic search is faster in 
determining the amount of hyper parameters but does not guarantee an optimal DLP 
architecture.  

2.4.3. Back propagation 

For clarity, the mathematical notation and corresponding meaning are restated in the 
following Table 1 - Notation summary. 

Table 1 - Notation summary 

Notation Meaning �餐斬酸岫暫岻 The weight between neuron 件 in layer ℎ − な and neuron 倹 in layer ℎ in epoch 倦. 
産斬酸岫暫岻 The bias for neuron 倹 in layer ℎ in epoch 倦 

� The number of instances in database 

散⃑⃑⃑� Input vector for instance 喧 

�岫岻 The representation of the model 
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�(散⃑⃑⃑�) The output for instance 喧 

桟̂� Ground truth for instance 喧 

�(�(散⃑⃑⃑�), 桟̂�) Loss function between estimated travel time and actual travel time for instance 喧   

珊斬酸岫暫岻 The pre-activation sum for neuron 倹 in layer ℎ in epock 倦 

燦餐,酸−�岫暫岻
 The value for neuron j in layer ℎ − な in epoch 倦 

�岫岻 Activation function 

The objective of a DLP is to minimize the value of a defined loss function as mentioned in 
section 2.4. This problem is solved by a gradient descent based algorithm (Lecun, et al. 
2012), known as the backpropagation algorithm. The backpropagation algorithm was a 
breakthrough for DLP’s and is an efficient way to calculate the gradients of a large number 
of parameters in a network. 

The learning process in a neural network starts from a pre-defined matrix 激 and bias 決. 
Each element in matrix 激 and bias 決 is suggested to be adjusted to the direction which is 
opposite of the gradient of the loss function with respect to weight and bias.  

The value of each element for weight and bias in next iteration are given by Equations  岫なに岻 and 岫なぬ岻 (Lecun, et al. 2012). 

拳沈珍ℎ岫賃+怠岻 = 拳沈珍ℎ岫賃岻 − �兼 ∗ ∂∑ L(G(隙⃑椎), 桁̂椎)陳椎=怠∂拳沈珍ℎ岫賃岻  
岫なに岻 

決珍ℎ岫賃+怠岻 = 決珍ℎ岫賃岻 − �兼 ∗ ∂∑ L(G(隙⃑椎), 桁̂椎)陳椎=怠 ∂決珍ℎ岫賃岻  
岫なぬ岻 

wh�r� � = 健結欠堅券件券訣 堅欠建結  

The learning rate �, number of instances 兼, the weight 拳沈珍ℎ岫賃岻 and bias 決珍ℎ岫賃岻 in the previous 
iteration are known. Therefore, the gradients of the loss function with respect to the weights 
and bias have to be computed.  
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Figure 3- Output layer and last hidden layer 

Consider the neuron j in output layer and the last hidden layer r shown in Figure 

3- Output layer and last hidden layer, based on the chain rule 岾鳥佃鳥掴 = 鳥佃鳥槻 ∗ 鳥槻鳥掴峇 , the 

derivate of loss function with the respect to 拳沈珍追岫賃岻 can be rewritten to (Lecun, et 

al. 2012): ∂∑ L(G(隙⃑椎), 桁̂椎)陳椎=怠∂拳沈珍追岫賃岻 = ∂∑ L(G(隙⃑椎), 桁̂椎)陳椎=怠 ∂欠珍追岫賃岻 ∗ ∂欠珍追岫賃岻∂拳沈珍追岫賃岻 
= ∂∑ L(Y, 桁̂椎)陳椎=怠∂Y ∗ ∂Y∂欠珍追岫賃岻 ∗ ∂欠珍追岫賃岻∂拳沈珍追岫賃岻 

= ∂∑ L(Y, 桁̂椎)陳椎=怠∂Y ∗ ∂Y∂�岫岻 ∗ ∂�岫岻∂欠珍追岫賃岻 ∗ ∂欠珍追岫賃岻∂拳沈珍追岫賃岻 

 

 岫なね岻 
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wh�r�, Y is a r�pr�s��tati�� �� G(隙⃑椎)  

 

Based on the choice of loss function and activation function in the output layer, we can get 

the value of  
∂∑ L(Y,超̂�)尿�=1∂Y , ∂Y∂f岫岻 , ∂f岫岻∂銚乳�岫入岻 and 

∂銚乳�岫入岻∂栂日乳ℎ岫入岻, which means the derivate of loss function 

with the respect to each weight in the output layer is known.In the same way, the derivate 
of loss function to bias in the output layer can be gotten from 

∂∑ L(G(隙⃑椎), 桁̂椎)陳椎=怠 ∂決珍追岫賃岻 = ∂∑ L(G(隙⃑椎), 桁̂椎)陳椎=怠 ∂欠珍追岫賃岻 ∗ ∂欠珍追岫賃岻∂決珍追岫賃岻 
= ∂∑ L(Y, 桁̂椎)陳椎=怠∂Y ∗ ∂Y∂欠珍追岫賃岻 ∗ ∂欠珍追岫賃岻∂決珍追岫賃岻 

= ∂∑ L(Y, 桁̂椎)陳椎=怠∂Y ∗ ∂Y∂�岫岻 ∗ ∂�岫岻∂欠珍追岫賃岻 ∗ ∂欠珍追岫賃岻∂決珍追岫賃岻 

 

 

 岫なの岻 

 

We take one layer back to the second last hidden layer and one neuron in the last hidden 
layer. As we know from Chapter 2.5.1, 

欠珍追岫賃岻 = ∑ 拳沈珍r岫賃岻 ∗ 傑珍,追−怠岫賃岻 + 決鎮追岫賃岻津�−1
珍=怠 =  ∑ 拳沈珍r岫賃岻 ∗ �岫欠珍,追−怠岫賃岻 岻 + 決珍追岫賃岻津�−1

珍=怠  
岫なは岻 

 

So, based on chain rule again, the derivate of loss function with the respect to 拳沈珍,追−怠岫賃岻  can 
be rewritten to: 

∂∑ L(Y, 桁̂椎)陳椎=怠∂拳沈珍,追−怠岫賃岻 = ∂∑ L(Y, 桁̂椎)陳椎=怠∂欠珍,追−怠岫賃岻 ∗ ∂欠珍,追−怠岫賃岻∂拳沈珍,追−怠岫賃岻  

= ∑ ∂∑ L(Y, 桁̂椎)陳椎=怠∂欠珍,追岫賃岻 ∗ ∂欠珍,追岫賃岻∂欠珍,追−怠岫賃岻 ∗ ∂欠珍,追−怠岫賃岻∂拳沈珍,追−怠岫賃岻
津�−1
珍=怠  

 

 岫なば岻 
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From Equation (14), we can get the value of 
∂∑ L(Y,超̂�)尿�=1∂銚乳,�岫入岻  for each j from 1 to 券追.  ∂銚乳,�岫入岻∂銚乳,�−1岫入岻   

can be calculated from their relationship shown in Equation (16). So 
∂∑ L(Y,超̂�)尿�=1∂栂日乳,�−1岫入岻  can be 

also calculated. And then all the way back sequentially, we can get the derivate of loss 
function to each weight and bias so that we can update them by Equation (12) and (13). 

2.5. Library 

In this study, Python has been used for building, training, testing and evaluating our NN. 
One of the advantages of python is that a large amount of useful libraries are avaliable and 
free. Several libraries are used in this study such as keras, pandas and numpy which has 
been mainly used and will be brifly described in this section.  

Keras is an application programming interface (API), originally developed by François 
Chollet that focuses on the construction of DLP. Vidernova & Neruda (2017) stated that 
keras is a tool that is used in several DLP applications. The Keras library is written in 
Python and contains functions of the components needed in order to create a DLP such as 
different activation functions, loss functions, optimization algorithms for backpropagation, 
initializers for weights and biases, and also allows the possibility of visualizing the 
structure of the DLP (Chollet, 2018). 

The library offers a certain degree of flexibility as different parameters in the algorithms 
and functions are adjustable. The library is also open source which gives the user the right 
to change or add the code to fit the requirements of the specified problem. Keras is 
compatible with python 2.7 – 3.6, for this study python 3.6 is utilized.  

TensorFlow, which is also an open source software library written in Python by Google 
brain team, was used as backend serving for Keras. TensorFlow can be run by CPU only 
or with the help of GPU, where the latter one can accelerate the process. Like Keras, 
TensorFlow can also be used to implement deep learning process and offer more flexible 
configurations.  

Pandas, an abbreviation of powerful Python data analysis toolkit, is a Python library 
offering intuitive and flexible data structure with labels and further data analysis. Pandas 
is built on the top of Numpy, which is another library used in this study for data analysis 
and computation. With the help of both libraries, data import, data preprocess and network 
performance metrics have been achieved. 
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3. Theoretical frame of reference  

In the upcoming chapter the information found in the literature study is presented, as the 
research touching travel time estimation for EV’s is presented first, some theories about 
speed impeding conditions are also mentioned in section 3.1.1. Further section 3.2 touches 
the topic of DLP and travel time estimation, since travel time estimation is not confined to 
the area of EV’s this will provide a solid ground for the construction of the DLP for the 
travel time estimations done in this study. Some of the key words used in order to find 
relevan literature for chapter 3 were travel time estimation of ambulances, travel time 
estimation, ambulance location, ambulance relocation, deep learning travel time 
estimation. 

3.1. Travel time estimation 

As mentioned in section 1.1 the ability to estimate accurate travel times when planning for 
emergency services is of high importance to create as good circumstances as possible when 
states of emergency occurs. The need for accurate travel time estimation models has been 
acknowledged for several years and one of the earlier models was developed by Hausner 
(1975), which are presented later in this chapter.  

Ratliff and Zhang (1999) explained the importance of travel time estimation while making 
route planning. The reason for it, is to be able to estimate when desired destination can be 
reached and predict reasonable workloads for drivers. According to Ratliff and Zhang 
(1999) travel time is proportional to the traveled distance and that estimation of travel time 
is equivalent to estimation of travel speed. That statement makes it significant to analyse 
and include parameters of speed and distance in the development of a travel time model.  

In the study conducted by Hausner (1975) ultimately 4 different models for travel time 
estimation of emergency vehicles (EV) were developed depicted in Equations (18) –(21). 
Hausner (1975) found that for shorter distances, or when the characteristics of the route 
wouldn’t allow the EV to attain cruising velocities, travel time would increase by the square 
root of the distance, depicted in Equation 岫なぱ岻. A linear relationship was found for longer 
distances where the EV eventually would reach cruising speed, shown in Equation岫なひ岻. In 
both Equation 岫なぱ岻 and 岫なひ岻, �  is the estimated time it takes for an EV to travel the 
distance 経, and 欠, 決, 潔 are parameters. Equation number 岫にど岻 is a combination of 岫なぱ岻 and 岫なひ岻  that in the study performed by Hausner (1975) gave satisfying result for given 
distances anywhere in the investigated city. The parameter, 穴, is the threshold distance 
which can be calibrated together with the remaining parameters. Lastly Equation 岫にな岻 was 
also stated by Hausner (1975) as a possible model to use which will give satisfying results.  

� = 潔√経 岫なぱ岻 
� = 欠 + 決経 岫なひ岻 

� = { 潔√経 経 < 穴 倦兼 欠 + 決経 経 半 穴 倦兼  岫にど岻 
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� = 糠経� 岫にな岻 
Whereas Hausner (1975) utilized distance to describe travel times, Kolesar et al. (1975) 
expanded on that by adding 2 more factors, acceleration and cruising speed, to their model 
that is constructed to predict travel times for EVs of the fire department. The motivation 
behind including these factors in their model lies in the assumption that an EV would, in 
short trips, for the first half accelerate, and for the second half, when its getting closer to 
its destination decelerate. For longer trips the same assumption is made, however, due to 
the longer distances the EV would reach its cruising speed and maintain it for some time 
before decelerating. The assumed behavior is captured in the model depicted in Equation 岫にに岻, where 欠, is acceleration, 懸頂 , is cruising speed and �, is travel time (Kolesar, et al. 
1975).   

�岫経岻{  
  に√経欠 ,      件血 経 判 に穴頂懸頂な + 経懸頂 ,   件血 経 半 に穴頂 

岫にに岻 
 

Braca et al. (1997) have a different approach to estimating travel times. Even though their 
model was not used for travel time estimations of EVs, but for routing of school buses. 
Braca et al. (1997) stated that in the context of vehicle routing, travel times are often 

expressed as � = ��, where �, is the travel time, D is the distance and V is the travel speed. 

The shortcoming of this, rather simple, model lies in the denominator. This due to the fact 
that it is common to assume a fixed speed, which at least in urban areas with a lot of variety 
to the speed limits of the roads, traffic volume, and length of links, isn’t a very precise form 
of capturing the velocity. Braca et al. (1997) dealt with this by deciding on some factors 
that influences the speed of the vehicle and investigate whether the factor is of statistical 
significance for the model. The speed is then expressed as a function of the significant 
factors, which i.e could be one or several of the ones mentioned here: 

• Width of street  
• Number of lanes 

• Type of area 
• Number of speed bumps 

• Etc. 

Equation 岫にぬ岻 shows how speed was expressed by (Braca, et al. 1997), for the case of 
school busses in New York city, where 懸, is velocity, 糠 is a constant, 捲怠, is total number 
of lanes in direction of travel, 捲態, is type of street (one or two way), 捲戴, is な if double 
parking is allowed ど otherwise, and 捲替, is the type of area (residential or business)  
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懸 = 糠 + 紅怠捲怠 −  紅態捲態 −  紅戴捲戴 − 紅替捲替 岫にぬ岻 
 

In a study conducted by Wang et al. (2013) a travel time estimation model for emergency 
vehicles under preemption control was developed. The suggested model is based on a BPR 
function which is commonly used within the area of traffic planning. In short, the BPR uses 
the volume to capacity ratio as a parameter to modify the free flow speed. From this model 
Wang et al. (2013) developed their travel time model depicted in Equation 岫にね岻 

�賃 = 詣賃懸勅 [な + 欠 峭撃賃態詣賃 − Δ建賃紅�軽賃態懸賃撃賃詣賃系賃 嶌長] 
 

岫にね岻 
拳ℎ結堅結: �賃 = 建堅欠懸結健 建件兼結 剣血 嫌結潔建件剣券 倦 撃賃 = 懸剣健憲兼結 剣血 嫌結潔建件剣券 倦 詣賃 = 健結券訣建ℎ 剣血 嫌結潔建件剣券 倦 軽賃 = 欠兼剣憲券建 剣血 健欠券結嫌 件券 嫌結潔建件剣券 倦 懸賃 = 兼結欠券 建堅欠懸結健 嫌喧結結穴 剣血 券剣堅兼欠健 懸結ℎ件潔健結嫌 剣券 嫌結潔建件剣券 倦 懸勅 = 兼結欠券 建堅欠懸結健 嫌喧結結穴 剣血 結兼結堅訣結券潔検 懸結ℎ件潔健結嫌 紅 = 健欠券結 潔健結欠堅 件券血健憲結券潔結 潔剣結血血件潔件結券建 � = 堅欠建件剣 剣血 健欠券結 潔健結欠堅 嫌喧結結穴 建剣 兼結欠券 建件兼結 − ℎ結欠穴拳欠検 欠 欠券穴 決 = 喧欠堅欠兼結建結堅嫌 

 

The key parameter for this travel time model is ∆建賃, which is the section clearance time of 
section 倦. Also explained as the time difference from when normal vehicles in a section 
starts giving way for an EV and when the EV arrives at the section. According to Wang et 
al. (2013) optimal values of ∆建賃, results in the following formulation of the model, �賃 =�入塚�, which is the very basic model of travel time estimation, and also a benefitial scenario 

for the EVs. The model developed by Wang et al. (2013) takes on the perspective of 
preemption control in order to create favorable circumstances for EVs, which is not really 
in the scope for this study. However, this model incoorporates traffic volumes (real time 
data) as a factor in order to estimate EVs travel time which is an aspect of interest that is 
considered in this study.  

3.2. Speed changing conditions 

Petzäll et al. (2011) described the risks for emergency vehicles when driving in higher 
speed then recommended by the speed limits. Saved time of driving in high speed using 
sirens according to Petzäll et al. (2011) is about 1-4 minutes in average in Sweden for urban 
areas and as much as up to 9 minutes in rural areas. The saved travel time from urban areas 
was lower compared to the rural environment. This could be explained by the heavy city 
traffic that could vary depending on the number of habitants and in average shorter 
distances.  
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Consideration should be taken regarding the danger of driving faster than the speed limits. 
That could be crucial not only for the drivers of emergency vehicles but also for the other 
users of the traffic network. For instance, most common accidents in urban areas where an 
ambulance is involved, are near intersections. In rural areas the most frequent accidents 
involving an ambulance is the collision with another vehicle or when the ambulance loses 
control and drives of the road, where the lather could be a result of high speeds (Petzäll, et 
al. 2011).  

Although speed is an important factor when addressing the topic of travel time, it is vital 
to include other factors that may affect the travel time of the rescue vehicles. Atkins & 
Coleman (1997) describes how different safety measures at roads can influence the EV’s 
velocity. One type of safety measures that can impede the velocity is the speed bumps, 
however since the vehicles that are analyzed are rescue vehicles, the expected effect is not 
the same as for regular road users. Atkins & Coleman (1997) mentioned that different speed 
bumps lead to different delays for the rescue vehicles. Speed bumps of size 4-7 meters give 
a delay of 0 – 9.4 seconds, and a roundabout will increase the travel time of an EV with 
1.3 - 10.7 seconds depending on vehicle type. Other factors that might have effects on the 
travel time are traffic lights, stop signs, traffic conditions, etc. (Budge & Ingolfsson, 2010)  

Another factor that may be significant, and could be taken into consideration, for travel 
time is the weather conditions. Mae et al. (2006) described that inclement weather result in 
increased travel times and accidents on the road. The article describes how the performance 
of vehicles' acceleration and deceleration get worse while it is foggy, raining or snowing. 
Mae et al. (2006) argued that the average headway between vehicles increases during 
extreme weather conditions. This is a common precaution measure to compensate for 
longer break paths, and worsened field of view. The effect of the safety measures taken by 
the motorists results in a lower capacity of the network and lower mean speeds. The 
recommended velocity for different weather conditions for free flow speed are described 
as follows (Mae, et al. 2006). The velocity is 120km/h when it is clear and dry, 110km/h 
when there is slight rain, snow or fog, when it is heavy rain the velocity is supposed to be 
100km/h and for heavy snow 70km/h.  

3.3. The usage of travel time estimations 

In section 1.1 it is mentioned that estimations of travel times are used for planning purposes 
of the emergency services. Strategic decisions made in the planning phase of an emergency 
service system can be, but is not limited to, deciding on an appropriate location for an ERSs 
station and the relocation of resources. The research within this area is rather extensive. A 
review paper of different location and relocation models done by (Brotcorne, et al. 2003) 
summarizes several location and relocation models where the earlier ones stems from the 
70’s and the later are from the 00’s, and even if not possible to be covered by (Brotcorne, 
et al. 2003) research within the area of location and relocation models for emergency 
services have continued, resulting in studies by i.e (Leknes, et al. 2017).  

In one of the earlier location models, the location set covering model (LSCM) developed 
by Toregas et al. (1971) for EMS:s the objective is to find the minimum amount of stations 
needed to cover the demand, allowing maximum response time, 嫌. One of the assumptions 
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made by Toregas et al. (1971) is that the minimum response time or distance between 
station and demand points are known. A poorly performed estimation of travel times will 
in this model lead to either too many stations or vehicles and in the worst case to too few 
leading to an inability of meeting the demand. A similar model developed some years later 
where the objective is to find the maximal population covered allowing maximum response 
time 嫌 given a limited number of resources. The importance of accurate response times is 
mentioned but no assumptions or methods used to compute response, or travel times are 
presented. As in the LSCM, poorly estimated travel times could lead to believing that some 
of the population isn’t covered within the specified response time, or that there is an 
abundance of resources. 

Even though the two mentioned models where constructed more than 30 years ago they 
illustrate the importance of accurate travel times. In a more recent study Leknes et al. 
(2017) present a model that locates stations and and asssigns resources to the stations based 
on performance measures that are relevant to the EMS provider. One part of the model 
computes the average amount of calls that a station can serve per hour, the service rate. An 
important factor in the service rate is the service time, defined as the time it takes for an 
ambulance to serve a call. As with response times, travel times is a component of the 
service time. 

The travel time between station - emergency site, emergency site – hospital and from 
hospital – station is in the study by Leknes et al. (2017) gathered from Google Maps. As 
google maps can give accurate travel times for regular traffic, Wang et al. (2013) argues 
that conventional travel time models do not take the special characteristics of EV’s into 
consideration and might therefore not capture the travel times of EV’s accurately.   

 

3.4. Real time data 

Barros et. al (2015) mentioned that there are two main approaches for road traffic 
prediction: model-driven and data-driven. Model-driven approach is mainly used for long-
term plan through modelling the future traffic condition. In this kind of approach, real time 
data is normally not used. Historic data of a network is  necessary in a data-driven approach. 
However, it is not enough to predict short-term future traffic condition. In order to do so, 
real time data is needed  and can be gathered by different kinds of tools installed on the 
infrastructure of the network or in the network users. Such equipment could be induction 
loop detections, GPS device and sensors. The performance of a prediction is dependent on 
the type of data available and the quality of data. 

In the travel time prediction models developed by Chien & Kuchipudi (2003), real time 
data, provided by the Transportation Operations Coordinating Committee, was used. The 
data was gathered using road side terminals (RST) installed on the road. When a vehicle 
equipped with EZ Pass passes the RST device, the antenna will send a signal to ask 
vehicle’s electronic identification device for vehicle information including tag ID, location, 
lane position and detection time. It is followed by recording and sending information to the 
Operation Information Center.  
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Real time data is not used in this study. However, to highlight the usage of it shows another 
set of possibilities when working with travel time estimation models and could come to be 
of interest in future work.  

3.5. Starting points of Deep learning  

As mentioned briefly in Chapter 2.4 the first ideas of deep learning started with ideas 
formulated in the 1940’s. It is from the beginning a research area in biology that further 
has given inspiration to create artificial neural networks (ANN) which are models that 
resemble the biological neural network. A lot of the terminology describing an ANN is 
taken from its biological counterpart. As already been described in Chapter 2.4, the nodes 
in an ANN, or DLP are called neurons, an ANN that consists of only one neuron is known 
as a perceptron and a network with layers of neurons is termed as a multi-layer perceptron 
(Haykin, 2009; Jindal, et al. 2017), which is essentially what is referred to as a deep 
learning process in this paper.   

As mentioned previously DLP’s have proven to solve hard computational problems such 
as image recognition, speech recognition, and also proven to work very good in parameter 
estimations. In some areas such as image recognition DLP’s have even outperformed 
humans (He, et al. 2015).  

As DLP’s are very promising as a method to use in several areas, this has not always been 
the case. Some of the drawbacks has been long training times, slow convergence, or the 
risk to get stuck in a local optima (Xiao, et al. 2014).  

Understanding the shortcomings of DLP’s has led to several techniques to avoid, or 
improve the performance of the network. One of the main contributions in this has been 
the ReLU function, depicted in Figure 4- Activation functions that according to He et al. (2015) 
has given better solutions than its sigmoidal predecessors such as the logistic function or 
the hyperbolic tangent, depicted in Figure 4- Activation functions (Ioffe & Szegedy, 2015).  
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Figure 4- Activation functions 

The issue that may arise when working with the logistic function or the hyperbolic tangent 
are the exploding or the vanishing gradient problem. The vanishing gradient is a known 
problem that can occur during training of the network. When performing backpropagation, 
the gradient of the loss function with respect to weights is sought to update the weights. It 
shows that the gradient, as we go back in the network, will become smaller making the 
learning process slow, or in worst case causing the weights for the starting layers to get 
stuck (Sun, et al. 2017).  

Due to the properties of the ReLU function, being a non-saturated function, the risk of 
vanishing or exploding gradient is mitigated. A DLP with ReLU as activation function is 
also easier to train, than those using sigmoidal activation functions (He, et al. 2015) and it 
is because of these benefits that the ReLU is a common activation function to use in DLP’s 
(Sun, et al. 2017). Even though the introduction of the ReLU has overcome some problems 
that has especially benefited very deep DLP’s, there is a drawback. As the negative part of 
the ReLU has a slope of 0, it means that negative inputs will prevent backpropagation, 
essentially preventing the network from learning (Sun, et al. 2017). In order to avoid the 
issue of encountering a gradient of zero, which might be the case with ReLU there’s another 
version of it called Leaky ReLU (LReLU) where a constant is added to the negative part 
of the function, hence adding a slope. Although this solution is sensible He et al. (2015) 
argued that there is little difference in the performance of a network using ReLU compare 
to a network using LReLU, in classification tasks. 
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Another way of dealing with the shortcomings of a DLP is to initialize the weights in the 
weight matrix. Initializing the weights properly together with the usage of non-sigmoidal 
activation functions are the most effective ways of addressing the vanishing gradient 
problem (Sun, et al. 2017). Lecun et al. (2012) and Dolezel et al. (2016) have also 
mentioned how the initialization of weights can have a significant impact on the training 
of a network.  

As we've come to know, a DLP will have a high number of weights, and a common way 
of initializing these is to draw a random value from a certain distribution, I.e gaussian with 
sigma as standard deviation (He, et al 2015).  

There are different recommendations on how to initialize the weights, and it differs 
depending on the architecture and different assumptions of the network. Lecun et al. (2012) 
argued that for a DLP where data is normalized, utilizing a sigmoidal activation function. 
The weights should be drawn from a distribution, where mean value is 0 and standard 
deviation is兼怠 態⁄ , and 兼 = 建ℎ結 券憲兼決結堅 剣血 件券喧憲建嫌.  
For a network utilizing the ReLU as the activation function He et al. (2015) motivated that 
weights should be initialized from a Gaussian distribution 

 �岫捲, �岻 where 捲 = ど and � = √岾 態沈如∗栂如峇 件鎮 = 券憲兼決結堅 剣血 件券喧憲建 件券 健欠検結堅 健  拳鎮 = 建ℎ結 券憲兼決結堅 剣血 拳結件訣ℎ建嫌 件券 健欠検結堅 健.  
3.6. Deep learning in travel time estimation 

As neural network models have been applied in several areas with great success, travel 
times estimations are not an exception. In this section some of the studies where NN has 
been constructed for this specific task are going to be presented. Palacharla & Nelson 
(1999) presented a model which combines fuzzy logic and neural network which uses data 
from closed loop detector system to estimate travel time for a major arterial road under 
interrupted traffic flow conditions (traffic signal is considered here). 

Every feature in the data used in this study is divided to a fuzzy set with a fuzzy logic which 
is a value between 0 and 1. Where 0 means that the element is excluded in the set while 1 
means the element is 100% included in the set, as explained in Equation (27)According to 
(Palacharla & Nelson, 1999) a NN and fuzzy logic offers different benefits. As for fuzzy 
logic the advantage lies in its ability to represent information simple but understandable, 
and the ability to do so with the non-linear relationships between input and output and the 
focus of a NN lies in the ability to learn complex relationship between inputs and output. 
Palacharla & Nelson (1999) utilized the benefits of fuzzy logic for pre-processing of the 
data in order to enhance the learning capabilities of the NN.   

Based on the relationship between occupancy and travel time seven rules were made and 
the whole data set was divided into 7 partly overlapped regions. Each instance can belong 
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to single or multiple regions. Similarly, the relationship between flow and travel time can 
also be represented by 5 other rules.  

Some of the assumptions for this model is that minimal travel time in a specified link is a 
constant calculated by link length over posted speed limit, and that delay time is regarded 
as the difference between actual travel time and free flow travel time. If a computation 
generates a negative value this is replaced by 0.  

Based on the rules, inputs of flow and occupancy and output of delay time will be converted 
to vectors which contains fuzzy logic value to each set as shown in Equation 岫にば岻.  

検沈 = {  
  ど         件血 捲 判 捲陳沈津沈捲 − 捲陳沈津沈捲陳銚掴沈 − 捲陳沈津沈  件血 捲陳沈津沈 判 捲 判 捲陳銚掴沈な      件血 捲 半 捲陳銚掴沈  

岫にば岻 
Where, 検沈 =  血憲権権検 健剣訣件潔 懸欠健憲結 血剣堅 血憲権権検 嫌結建 件, 検 潔欠券 決結 血健剣拳, 剣潔潔憲喧欠券潔検 欠券穴 穴結健欠検 建件兼結 捲 =  建ℎ結 欠潔建憲欠健 懸欠健憲結 剣血 血健剣拳, 剣潔潔憲喧欠券潔検 剣堅 穴結健欠検 建件兼結 捲陳沈津沈 =  建ℎ結 健剣拳結堅 決剣憲券穴 剣血 血憲権権検 嫌結建 件 捲陳銚掴沈 =  th� upp�r ��u�� �� �uzzy s�t i 

A simple NN with a total of 3 layers has been used to learn the relationship between 
fuzzified input and output. The input layer offers 25 neurons, 9 for fuzzified occupancy 
vector and 16 for flow. In the hidden layer 18 neurons are selected and in the output layer 
there are 12 neurons representing the fuzzy delay time. The delay time vector will be 
defuzzied into a real value by a simple weighted sum approach: 捲 = 欠決嫌剣健憲建結 懸欠健憲結 剣血 堅結健欠建件懸結 権結堅剣 + 堅欠券訣結 懸欠健憲結 ∗ [検怠 + 検態 +橋+ 検津]  岫にぱ岻 wh�r�, a�s��ut� va�u� �� r��ativ� z�r� ��a�s th� ��w�st va�u� i� 捲陳沈津  

The travel time on a specific link is finally estimated by adding the delay time to link length 
over posted speed limit, seen in Equation 岫にひ岻.  trav�� ti�� = �i�i�a� trav�� ti�� + ���ay ti�� 岫にひ岻 
Due to the high cost of installation and maintenance, it is impossible to put loop detectors 
everywhere in the whole traffic network. So, the method mentioned above can only be 
valid for the links with loop detectors. But by the help of GPS in-vehicle device, real time 
traffic data such as position of vehicles can be collected without additional infrastructure 
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on the road. Zhou et al. (2015) proposed a method to estimation travel time based on low-
frequency probe vehicle data. Firstly, they used virtual report point creation model which 
locate the current probe vehicle (CPV in short) to the historical probe vehicle with the most 
similar characteristics.  

A neural network with improved back propagation algorithm was implemented in this 
paper. Different from the backpropagation algorithm described in 2.5.2, the weight in next 
epoch is given by 激沈珍ℎ岫賃+怠岻 = 激沈珍ℎ岫賃岻 + ∆激沈珍ℎ岫賃岻 + �岫倦岻 ∗ 糠岫倦岻 ∗ ∆激沈珍ℎ岫賃−怠岻 岫ぬど岻 
Where, ∆激沈珍ℎ岫賃岻 =  建ℎ結 懸欠堅件欠建件剣券 剣血 拳結件訣ℎ建 件券 建ℎ結 潔憲堅堅結券建 件建結堅欠建件剣券 糠岫倦岻 =  兼剣兼結券建憲兼 潔剣結血血件潔件結券建 欠建 件建結堅欠建件剣券 倦 ∆激沈珍ℎ岫賃−怠岻 =  建ℎ結 懸欠堅件欠建件剣券 剣血 拳結件訣ℎ建 i� th� pr�vi�us it�rati�� 

 

The value of learning rate � and momentum coefficient 糠 are dependent on the comparison 
of errors in the current and previous iterations. Only one hidden layer was added between 
input and output layers. The number of neurons in input layer is determined by 警 = ぬ嫌 +に, where 嫌 is the number of report points taken into consideration for current probe vehicle. 
The input consists of the position, speed, time stamp, the link number of the target link and � which is 1 if there are report points of current probe vehicle on the target link and 0 
otherwise. The neural network is designed with 1 hidden layer where the number of 
neurons is determined by Equation 11. The output is the estimated travel time TT勅岫件岻 of 
current probe vehicle 件, on the target link.  

Essentially the model is trained to estimate travel times for one route which consists of 3 
links. The data used to train and test the NN was given from a taxi company which had an 
average of 2500 vehicles per day driving on the designated route. 

Finally, the estimated link travel time during the current time window is given by: 

��勅 = な軽頂 ∗∑TT勅岫件岻��
沈=怠  

岫ぬな岻 
Where N頂 = th� �u���r �� CPVs i� th� �urr��t ti�� wi���w   

Like Zhou et al. (2016),  Jindal et al. (2017) also used GPS data for travel time estimation. 
The difference between the studies mainly lies in that Zhou et al. (2016) used several GPS 
points for one route, while Jindal et al. (2017) were using the GPS points of the origin and 
destination of every route in a city. One benefit of this approach is connected to the amount 
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of data. By only using the origin and the destination the amount of data should be reduced. 
However, the route of the vehicle is unknown, which can be a drawback depending on the 
focus of the study.  

According to Jindal et al. (2017) they are the first to propose a method of deep learning to 
predict travel time for taxi using GPS data directly without the preprocessing of map 
matching the GPS points to the road network.  

The architecture of the NN proposed by Jindal et al (2017) differs from the previously 
presented. Jindal et al. (2017) proposed a NN that is joint network of two different NN’s, 
one that firstly estimates the distance of the route and then one that estimates the travel 
time. The two networks are connected such as the last hidden layer for the NN estimating 
the distance is the input of the NN estimating the travel time.  

The coordinate of origins and destinations are used in the first network to predict the 
distance. Three hidden layers consists of 20, 100 and 20 neurons respectively.  

The second network, where the last hidden layer from the first network combined with time 
of day are taken as inputs, is aimed to generate the travel time. Time of day can be an 
important factor since travel condition is always different from time in a day as well as 
weekday and weekend, especially in large cities where peak traffic can have a great impact 
on the travel time. This network also has 3 hidden layers but with 68, 128, 20 neurons. 

The loss function used in the study carried out by Jindal et al. (2017) is the sum of the mean 
square error of both of the NN. If we take the two networks as a whole, the mean square 
method as final loss function with the same weight on time and distance prediction are 
given by: 

L = なに軽∑岫桁沈� − 桁��̂岻態 +�
沈=怠

なに軽∑岫桁沈� − 桁��̂岻態�
沈=怠  

 

岫ぬに岻 
Where, 桁沈� =  建ℎ結 訣堅剣憲券穴 建堅憲建ℎ 剣血 建堅欠懸結健 建件兼結 血剣堅 件券嫌建欠券潔結 件 桁��̂ =  建ℎ結 喧堅結穴件潔建結穴 建堅欠懸結健 建件兼結 血剣堅 件券嫌建欠券潔結 件 桁沈� =  建ℎ結 訣堅剣憲券穴 建堅憲建ℎ 剣血 穴件嫌建欠券潔結 血剣堅 件券嫌建欠券潔結 件 桁��̂ =  建ℎ結 喧堅結穴件潔建結穴 穴件嫌建欠券潔結 血剣堅 件券嫌建欠券潔結 件 軽 =  建ℎ結 欠兼剣憲券建 剣血 件券嫌建欠券潔結嫌 L = ��ss �u��ti�� 
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As Jindal et al. (2017),  developed a DLP for estimating travel times for taxis Amita et al. 
(2015) have done it for estimating travel times of busses. In the study conducted by Amita 
et al. (2015) ultimately two different methods were used and compared to each other, a 
neural network and a regression model.  

The input used for both models were in this case the distance of routes, dwell time which 
is the difference of time of arrival and time of departure from a busstation and delays for 
two bus routes. In comparison to the study made by (Jindal, et al. 2017) where GPS-data 
for an entire year was used (Amita, et al. 2015) used data for 5 days in the month of february 
2014. However, there’s a major difference between busses and taxis. A bus takes the same 
route from point A to point B whereas a taxi is free to choose any route. In total the data 
set used for training, validating and testing the network concisted of 2656 entries and was 
split,  0.65, 0.15, and 0.25 respectively.  

For the deep learning approach 6 different models were created, 3 for each buss line where 
the data set for either uppstream traffic, downstream traffic or the whole data set combined 
was used when training, validating and testing the model. As recommended by (Kotsiantis, 
et al. 2006), (Lecun, et al. 2012), and (Amita, et al. 2015) data was normalized before 
training the model.  

The method for deciding upon the architecture of the networks was by trial and error where 
the author essentially decided upon using 1 hidden layer with 5 or 15 neurons in the hidden 
layer and was trained for 1000 epochs through backpropagation. The activation function 
used in this study was the Tan-sigmoid shown in Figure 4- Activation functions and the 
selected loss function was the mean squared error. As the activation function used by 
(Jindal, et al. 2017) is unknown, the similiarities in the methods lies in the selection of loss 
function.  

Table 2 - Summary shows a summary of the architecture of DLP in different studies and 
what activation and loff functions they’ve used in order to reach their result.  

Table 2 - Summary  

Author/s Hidden 
layers 

Neurons  Neuron 
selection 
method 

Activation 
function  

Loss 
function  

(Palacharla 
& Nelson, 
1999) 

1 18 Unknown Unknown Unkown 

(Zhou, et al. 
2016) 

1 Unknown Equation 
(11) 

Sigmoid Unknown 
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(Jindal, et al. 
2017) 

6 20, 100, 
20, 64, 
128, 20 

Unknown Unknown MSE 

(Amita, et al. 
2015) 

1 5 Trial and 
error 

Sigmoid MSE 

(Amita, et al. 
2015) 

1 15 Trial and 
error 

Sigmoid MSE 
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4. Data 

This chapter of the report will present the core of the study, the data. Firstly, a general 
description of the format of the data obtained is presented. Further a detailed analysis is 
made in order to find discrepancies. Lastly the processing of the data is described. In this 
section methods described in the literature review are applied in the purpose of getting a 
data set that is as good as possible for the study.  

The data used in this study is gathered in two different geographical areas of Sweden, the 
county of Västergötland and the county of Östergötland. These two areas are quite similar, 
the biggest difference lies in the fact that the second largest city of Sweden, Gothenburg, 
is located in Västergötland with 0.57 million of population. As the county of Östergötland 
has two large cities, these two by them self are still less half the population of Gothenburg. 
However the whole county of Östergötland has a population of 0.45 million. The data is 
gathered by the emergency services during their daily operations. 

The data used in the study is not the raw data provided by the emergency services but a 
map matched version, containing road characteristics of the routes taken by EV’s. This 
map matched version of the data has been done by LiU. The data is therefore not only 
vulnerable to mistakes made during the gathering process but also depends on the quality 
of the map matching algorithm and it is therefore of high importance that it is analyzed and 
preprocessed properly.   

All the raw data was gathered from November 2014 to August 2015. The map matched 
data used in this study amounts to data from 1 week in each of these months and amounts 
to in total 3634 instances. 

  

4.1. Data description 

As mentioned, the raw data given by ERS’s are GPS points recorded by the different EV’s 
when performing any type of service. The data used in this study is filtered to priority 1 
instances, for EV’s on their way to the emergency site or on their way to a hospital. Further 
all vehicle types are not considered since there are airborne and marine vehicle types in the 
fleet of the ERS. Appendix A shows the vehicles considered in this study. To know the 
path that has been taken by the different EV’s the GPS points have to be map matched to 
the road network, giving a travel path for each rescue instance.  

A travel path from point A to point B is known as a route. A route consists of one or several 
links in the road network where the links also have specific features, such as speed limit, 
road width, etc. The map matched data with the information about the routes and the links 
is the data used for this study and is delivered in two separate files. One containing 
information about the specific route taken by the EV, and one containing information about 
the links and the resources used on a specific route.  

Figure 5 and 6 show a small selection of how the data is structured in the csv format. As 
can be seen, each column in the link data represents a specific feature for the link and each 
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row represents a single link. The route data is similar where each row represents a route 
and the columns give some type of information associated with that route, such as route 
length, start date, etc.  

 

 

Figure 5- examples of route information 

 

route_id start_date end_date resource_code resource_category_id resource_status_id priority route_length

1 2015-03-17 00:15 2015-03-17 00:18 222-3510 17 19 1 3362.37009128181

2 2015-03-17 00:16 2015-03-17 00:16 222-3510 17 19 1 975.66792874938

3 2015-03-17 00:18 2015-03-17 00:22 222-3510 17 19 1 6490.56847665237

4 2015-03-17 00:20 2015-03-17 00:23 222-3510 17 19 1 3417.5593906487

5 2015-03-17 00:19 2015-03-17 00:22 222-3550 20 19 1 3942.54703989426

6 2015-03-19 12:59 2015-03-19 13:01 243-1910 1 19 1 2744.57180700631

11 2015-07-23 13:55 2014-11-19 01:17 251-1130 226 19 1 5251.38864711166

12 2014-11-22 19:09 2014-11-22 19:12 251-1130 226 19 1 5583.01618336728

13 2015-06-27 14:42 2015-06-27 14:44 251-1130 226 19 1 2887.35917652379

16 2015-07-25 15:55 2015-07-25 15:57 251-1140 230 19 1 1866.66863531214

17 2015-07-25 16:02 2015-07-25 16:10 251-1140 230 19 1 4053.07593130126

24 2015-03-21 14:34 2015-03-22 16:16 251-1140 230 19 1 2759.92393008452

26 2015-07-23 02:05 2015-07-23 02:07 251-1210 225 19 1 466.728389019566

27 2015-07-21 14:56 2014-12-25 12:00 251-1210 225 19 1 4285.37931783117

31 2015-07-21 00:33 2015-06-23 05:40 251-1210 225 19 1 2997.51184445661

32 2015-07-21 00:33 2015-07-21 00:35 251-1210 225 19 1 935.55415660625

35 2015-05-24 09:47 2015-05-24 20:19 251-1210 225 19 1 993.056415272594

36 2015-02-21 10:44 2015-02-21 10:46 251-1210 225 19 1 4371.71112251131

40 2015-01-25 00:40 2015-03-16 22:02 251-1210 225 19 1 3308.84877509339
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Figure 6-examples of link information 

Even though some of the features are self-explanatory a more detailed description of what 
the different headings mean and how to interpret the information in the tables is shown in 
the bullet list below.   

Route information 

• route_id -  a unique value, identifying a route. • start_date - start date and time of a route • end_date - end date and time of a route • resource code - a unique value, identifying the resource used • resource_category_id -  vehicle class (2 = ambulance, 17 = fire truck, 3 = rescue 
unit ), see appendix A for more information.  • resource_status_id - describes the status of a resource. In this study 
resource_status_id 9 and 19 are used. Where 9 means that the resource is on its way 
to the emergency site and 19 means that the resource is on its way to the hospital. 
Other resource_status_id codes where ignored since they do not represent care 
related trips.  • priority - indicates the priority of the emergency situation, where a lower value 
indicates a higher priority, in this study priority 1 cases are used. • route_length – the distance traveled in meters • geom – geographic data  

Link information 

observation_iroute_id link_order link_id speed_limit number_of_lanes road_width living_street guard_rail roundabout urban_area functional_road_class calming_measures observation_route_length

1 1 0 196223 100 2 8 f t f f 1 0 123.13401223091

1 1 1 196208 100 2 8 f f f f 1 0 15.4976720955829

1 1 2 196217 100 2 8 f f f f 1 0 44.4889825433522

1 1 3 196210 100 2 8 f t f f 1 0 1.25101999807997

1 1 4 196168 100 2 8 f f f f 1 0 43.2373106720951

1 1 5 196162 100 8 f f f f 1 0 0.050771940114236

1 1 6 196167 100 8 f t f f 1 0 57.934293391884

1 1 7 196182 100 8 f f f f 1 0 194.083565591912

2 1 0 196182 100 8 f f f f 1 0 265.983772698735

3 1 0 196182 100 8 f f f f 1 0 9.8686558775463

3 1 1 196188 100 f f f f 1 0 17.627875551695

4 1 0 196190 100 1 f f f f 1 0 8.7488104991204

4 1 1 196173 100 1 6 f f f f 1 0 9.52765475036181

4 1 2 196192 100 1 6 f t f f 1 0 23.3208126418157

4 1 3 196178 100 1 6 f f f f 1 0 24.5036636156175

4 1 4 196184 100 1 f f f f 1 0 49.4691598266476

4 1 5 196186 100 f f f f 1 0 99.6851505513913

4 1 6 196237 70 3.5 f f f f 8 0 7.72395034928641

4 1 7 196129 100 6 f f f f 1 0 14.5905419751291

5 1 0 196129 100 6 f f f f 1 0 4.50702605538177

5 1 1 196126 100 6 f t f f 1 0 85.8820362940454

6 1 0 196126 100 6 f t f f 1 0 400.952228612941

7 1 0 196126 100 6 f t f f 1 0 21.3434646410812

7 1 1 196127 100 6 f t f f 1 0 135.252588098194

7 1 2 196142 100 1 6 f t f f 1 0 143.568987214374

7 1 3 196125 100 1 6 f f f f 1 0 1.7570591487287

7 1 4 196200 100 1 6 f t f f 1 0 192.128276557565

8 1 0 196200 100 1 6 f t f f 1 0 28.2023158245447

8 1 1 196197 100 1 6 f f f f 1 0 393.994023807991

8 1 2 196205 100 1 6 f f f f 1 0 94.2194939632063

8 1 3 196198 100 1 6 f t f f 1 0 20.9407374706046

9 2 0 231841 40 4.5 f f f t 5 0 130.318890998559

10 2 0 231745 40 8.2 f f f t 5 0 9.59459556214667

10 2 1 231744 40 8.2 f f f t 5 0 37.6697598368083

10 2 2 231727 40 8.2 f f f t 5 0 22.543237234042

10 2 3 232007 40 7.9 f f f t 5 0 71.5637475928431

11 2 0 232007 40 7.9 f f f t 5 0 187.472552454616

12 2 0 232007 40 7.9 f f f t 5 0 46.7916811184349

12 2 1 232008 7.9 f f f t 5 0 21.9149704292431

12 2 2 193885 40 4 f f f t 5 0 5.33804040864477

12 2 3 193886 40 f f f t 5 0 13.3338925657026

12 2 4 193888 40 f f f t 5 0 13.3338881163322
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• observation_id – a unique value identifying the observation  • route_id - a unique value, identifying a route • link_id - a unique value, identifying a link 

These three features mentioned above are connected. One route consists of several 
observations while one observation records different numbers of links. 

• speed_limit - the suggested speed limit on a link • number_of_lanes – the amount of lanes on a link • road_width – the width of a link described in meters • living_street -  indicates if the link is a living street  • guard_rail – indicates if the link contains a guard rail or not  • roundabout – indicates if link contains a roundabout or not • urban_area – indicates if link is located in an urban area or not • functional_road_class – indicates how important the link is for the overall 
connectivity of the network. A scale from 0-9 where a lower value indicates a 
higher importance. • calming_measures – indicates if the road has a calming measure or not. 1 means 
onesided, and 2 means two sided calming measure. • observation_route_length – the distance of the observation • geom – geographic data 

Initial observations of the data show that there are missing values for speed limit, number 
of lanes, road width and functional road class for some of the links. Table 3 shows a small 
summary of the data and the magnitude of the issue with the missing values.  

 

Table 3- Data summary and missing value information 
 

Route Data Link Data 

Columns 9 15 

Rows 3634 317954 

Missing 
values 

0 Speed limit 105014 
(33.03%) 

No of lanes 119281 
(37.52%) 

Road width 95202 (29.94%) 

Functional roadclass 47210 

Total 366707 

It is also noticed that the resources for the area of Gothenburg have their own resource 
category code and resource category id, which means that the same type of resource could 
be presented several times in the data. This can be seen in appendix A.  
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A graphic representation of the routes taken by different EVs for both counties are depicted 
in Figure 7. The county of Västergötland has less data, which is also visually presented in 
Figure 7.   

 

Figure 7- route graphic representation 

As Figure 7 only shows the routes as blue lines, there’s no indication of how much of the 
data is gathered by the ambulance services, as well as for the fire department. Figure 8 
shows the proportion of data gathered by the two different vehicle types. A histogram of 
the occurrences of each resource is also provided in Figure 9.   

 

Figure 8- Proportion of data for two different vehicle types 
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Figure 9- histogram of resource category 

Even though there is more data gathered from the ambulance services it is quite evenly 
distributed. While looking at the different resource category id’s, the different vehicle 
classes, it shows that the ambulance (whose resource_category_id is 2) is the most used 
resource.   

4.2. Data analysis before filter  

The main part of the analysis is done around three factors, travel time, route length and 
speed. Route length is given in the data, and travel time can be acquired, since start and 
end time of each route is also given. However, speed is not and can be obtained by the 
known relationship between velocity, distance and travel time.  

Table 4 shows some statistics of the three factors and as seen some statistics seem to be 
unreasonable. The extreme values for speed, which are -0.063071 km/h for the minimum 
value and 294 km/h for the maximum value, are unlikely to exist for emergency vehicles. 
All of the 4 values, mean, std, min and max for travel time are assumed to be to large or 
too small. As speed and travel time have obvious errors in the data, especially for the 
extreme values route length is slightly different. Even though a minimal route length of 91 
meters seems as very unlikely it could still be accurate. 
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Table 4- Data statistics for speed, travel time and route length before filter 

 Speed(km/h) Travel time(second) Route length(m) 

Mean value 65.92 5357 6433 

Standard deviation 28.05 933539 9289 

Min value -0.063071 -21299900 91 

Max value 294.95 18506710 80173 

For more insight in to how the data is structured the probability density function (PDF) and 
the cumulative density function (CDF) for the three factors mentioned is shown below in 
this section.  

Both the probability density function (PDF) and the cumulative density function (CDF), of 
speed, depicted in Figure 10, shows that most of data are in the interval of [0, 150] km/h. 
Both the PDF and CDF also confirms that there are some data which gives a rather low or 
high speed which could also be seen in Table 4.   

 

Figure 10- CDF(left) and PDF of speed before filter 

As mentioned earlier all the values shown in Table 4 for travel time are extremely high. A 
mean value of 41739 seconds which is approximately 12 hours seems intuitively wrong. 
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The PDF and CDF for travel time, seen in Figure 11, is cropped to show a maximum of 
5000 seconds. This since the maximum value is too large and distorts the plot. Most of the 
data with respect to travel time are in the interval of [0, 5000] seconds. The PDF and CDF 
also indicates that the mean values, and standard deviation for travel time were altered by 
a few but very large datapoints.  

 

Figure 11- CDF(left) and PDF of travel time (only the part before 5000 seconds) before filter 

As for speed the CDF and PDF for route length is presented in Figure 12. The CDF 
indicates that most of the routes are 40 000 meters or less but also that there are some routes 
that are very small and some that are approximately 80 000 meters. However, there is no 
incentive to disbelief the large distances traveled by some of the vehicles. 
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Figure 12- CDF and PDF of route length before filter 

Visualizing some of the longer routes in a try to spot obvious errors shows nothing that 
could be considered unlikely. The same goes for distances that are less than 500 meters. 
Most of these occurs in urban areas which is also sensible considering the length of the 
routes. Nevertheless, some of the shorter routes are taken by vehicles belonging to the fire 
department, which rises some suspiciousness as ambulances may be roaming around a city 
and can therefore be very close to the point of interest, fire trucks on the other hand are not 
known for doing this. Another possibility could be that the map matching algorithm that is 
used when preprocessing the raw data may throw away some observations due to some 
condition in the program.  

Considering that there are in total 139 routes that are less than 500 meters and that 80 of 
these are taken by resources belonging to the fire department, before any filter is applied 
to the data, indicates that it is a very rare incidence, and due to its rarity, it may also be true. 
In conclusion there is no hard incentive to disbelief the smaller routes either. An example 
of when one of the smaller routes where found to be very odd, is depicted on the left top 
corner in Figure 13. Mainly due to the location of the route. The other routes shown in the 
picture occur in the city and are plausible routes, even though the distance is short.  
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Figure 13- The odd route in red line on the left top corner 

What can be said from the description and the pre-analysis is that the data has 
discrepancies, and these must be dealt with somehow. In summary, there are missing values 
in the link data, the route data has some data points that are very unlikely to depict reality. 
Also, the extreme values in the route data are so extreme that they alter mean values and 
standard deviations which in extension makes it impossible to get an overview of how 
emergency services operates in respect to travel time, or speed.   

4.3. Data preprocessing 

As learned from the data analysis there are some discrepancies. Also, in order to be able to 
run the model the data has to be preprocessed. A neural network can only work with 
numerical values and as seen in Figure 6 and 7 there are several strings that must be 
transformed in one way or another. This chapter is going to focus on the steps made in the 
data preprocessing stage and give a clear depiction of the process between receiving the 
data and using the data in this study. 

4.3.1. Missing values 

The first issue to deal with for the data set is to compensate for missing values in speed 
limit, road width, and number of lanes. Table 5 shows the most frequently used speed limit 
for each functional road class, these values can be used for the missing speed limit when 
functional road class is known.  

Table 5- Most frequent speed limit for each functional road class 

Functional road class 
Most frequent speed limit(km/h) 
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0 
110 

1 
100 

2 
90 

3 
60 

4 
70 

5 
40 

6 
40 

7 
30 

8 
70 

9 
70 

However, there are also cases in the data where both speed limit and functional road class 
are unknown and in these cases another approach has to be used. In general, 70 km/h, 50 
km/h and 40 km/h are the top three frequent speed limits used seen in Figure 14. We chose 
70 km/h for missing speed limit when the functional road class is also missing for a specific 
link.  
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Figure 14- Histogram of speed limit 

 It is interesting to see that there is no links with 10km/h or 20 km/h of speed limit in our 
data but several 5 km/h. 

Secondly the issue with the missing values of numbers of lanes is handled similarly. Table 
6 shows that the most frequent number of lanes in all the different functional road classes 
is two, except for functional road classes 8 and 9, which has no values at all. Knowing that 
functional road class is a ranking of how important the specific road is for the road networks 
overall accessibility, where 0 is very important and 9 is the least important. We assume that 
the least important roads only have 1 lane. 

Table 6- Most frequent number of lanes for each functional road class 

Functional road class 
Most frequent number of lanes 

0 
2 

1 
2 

2 
2 

3 
2 
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4 
2 

5 
2 

6 
2 

7 
2 

8 
NaN (1) 

9 
NaN (1) 

As previously there may be cases where both the functional road class and the number of 
lanes are unkown, in these cases the number of lanes will be assigned to two since it is the 
most frequent value. 

Lastly the missing values for road width must be addressed. This is done with the same 
approach as for the two previous cases but where the median of the road width within the 
functional road classes is used instead of the most frequent value. The median is chosen 
due to inconsistences in road width, the two previous features have a specified set of values 
but for road width the value varies and is inconsistent.  

Table 7- Median road width for each functional road class 

Functional road class Median road width(m) 

0 11,3 

1 8 

2 8 

3 7,5 

4 6,7 

5 7 

6 6,7 

7 7,7 

8 3,5 

9 4,5 
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For the cases where the functional road class and road width are both unknown a value of 
7.5m is assigned which is the overall median value.  

A last correction of values is done to the resource_category_id feature. There are no 
missing values in this feature however there are some instances that have different values 
but refer to the same type of vehicle. These are changed so that every vehicle is represented 
by the same value. A more detailed description of the changed values can be seen in 
appendix A.  

4.3.2. Created features 

As mentioned, data comes in two separate files, link and route information. The travel time 
estimations are based on route information and therefore features that are given in link data 
has to be transformed and added to the route information file.  

Since travel time is not explicitly given, a new route feature, “travel time”, is created by 
subtracting the start time from the end time giving the travel time in seconds. This 
information is vital for the study as it works as our target and will help training and 
evaluating the model.  

Further several other features are created from the information in the data. The purpose is 
to investigate how different features can be used in the model in order to describe the 
underlaying relationship between input and output and enhance the performance of the 
neural network.  

Two of the features created are related to time and is based on that different times may 
have an effect on the travel time. One of these two features describe the time of year, named 
“month”, and the other describes what time of day it is, named “hour”. The month feature 
gets an assigned value between 1-12 depending on which month the trip occurs, where 1 is 
January and 12 is December. For “hour” the feature is assigned a value from 1 - 24 
indicating in what hour of the day that the trip occurred. 

Normally by knowing the distance of a route and the speed of the vehicle, travel time would 
be obtained, and even if speed is a factor in travel time it will most likely always be 
unknown before departure, especially in the case of EV’s. However, the speed limit of the 
different links is known, and an average weighted speed limit which is shown as Equation 
33 could be obtained. This value may not be a correct estimation of the actual speed but 
adds the speed element to the model, and is considered worth investigating whether it 
enhances the performance of the neural network. The weighted speed limit is also used in 
the current model and is needed in order to be able to compare this study with the model in 
use.  av�rag� w�ight�� sp��� �i�it 岫aws�岻 = ∑ 鎮沈津賃 鎚椎勅勅鳥 鎮沈陳沈痛∗鎮沈津賃 鎮勅津�痛ℎ追墜通痛勅 鎮勅津�痛ℎ                 (33)                                                                                                                             

Further available link information is whether a link is in an urban area and if the specific 
link has a guard rail. In the data this is a Boolean simply stating whether it is true or false. 
To be able to investigate whether to include this information in the deep learning process 
the percentage of each route containing guard rail or located in an urban area is computed 
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and added to the route information. As for the road width a weighted average value per 
route is used and for the roundabouts and calming measures the sum of them for each route 
is added to the route information. 

 A binary column is added to the route information declaring the weight class of the vehicle 
where a 0 indicates that the vehicle is light and a 1 indicates that it is a heavy vehicle. The 
classification is heavily based on observations of the different vehicles and this feature is 
created solely on the notion that the weight of the different vehicles can have an effect on 
the travel time.   

4.3.3. Instance selection/ route feasibility 

After dealing with both missing values and creating new features from the available link 
information and transferring it to route information what’s left is to filter data and detect 
outliers with respect to one or more of the three factors, travel time, speed, and route length. 
In order to do this the distribution of each factor is plotted in Figure 15 and 16.  

 

Figure 15- Distribution of speed 
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Figure 16- Distribution of route length 

In order to find the most suitable distribution for each factor the fitting tool in the software 
ARENA was used. As can be seen in Figure 15, speed is normally distributed, and Figure 
16 shows the distiribution of route length which is log normally distributed. As for travel 
time the plot doesn’t say much, this due to the extreme values that are present. The plot of 
the distribution of travel time becomes distorted and is therefore not shown here.   

In this study the outlier detection is done with respect to speed. This due to the 
understandability creteria explained by Han et al (2012). It is understandable that that lower 
speeds are unlikely to occur when dealing with EV’s since the whole purpose is to get to 
an emergency site as soon as possible. As for the higher speeds it is relative, a speed of 70 
km/h would be considered high if driven on a road with a speed limit of 50 km/h and as 
observed in the PDF, speeds above 120km/h are few. Also, as shown in Figure 15, speed 
is approximately normally distributed, 軽岫はの.ば, にぱ.ぬ岻, which allows for outlier detection 
based on the maximum log likelihood method. For route length and travel time, it is harder 
to motivate why a long route or long travel time is an outlier, when looking at them 
seperately, also the data for these two factors is not normally distributed and would require 
other methods for detecting the outliers.  

In conclusion the outlier detection in this study is based on the maximum log likelihood 
method, mentioned in Chapter 2.3.1.2. Every datapoint located more than に� away from 
the mean is assumed to be an outlier and is therefore removed.  

In the big picture with all data shown in Figure 17, the plot looks distorted because there 
are several travel times with too high value(up to almost 20,000,000 s) but most of travel 
time are below 4000s. The data removed based on speed threshold are colored by blue. We 
can see that the negative speed and very slow speed on the left and right side of the central 
data respectively were filtered away. The filter also removes the outliers in travel time, 
leaving us with a interpretable distribution plot of the travel time, shown in fig 18. If we 
zoom in the central part for time between 0 and 5000s, blue points are the data with the 
speed out of interval of [µ + に�, µ − に�]. After this filter, data was decreased from 3634 
to 3453 which leaves us with 95.019% of the original data and is now considered 
preprocessed and useful for the purpose of estimating travel times fo EV’s.  
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Figure 17- big picture of distance- travel time plot 

 

Figure 18- Central part of distance -travel time plot 
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Table 8 shows some descriptive statistics after processing the data. As seen, Table 8 shows 
a more representative image of operations performed by the emergency services. 

Table 8- Statistics for speed, travel time and route length after filter 

 Speed(km/h) Travel time(second) Route length(m) 

Mean value 65.57 315 6364  

Standard deviation 23.39 365 8991 

Min value 9.18 19 133 

Max value 122.12 3370 80173 

The travel time statistics was changed the most after implementing the filter. The very large 
and negative travel times were filtered away and the distribution of travel time is now more 
interpreteable, shown in Figure 19. The distributions that now fits travel time is either a 
weibull or a lognormal distribution. Which is also in accordance with the findings of 
Aladdini (2010).  

 

Figure 19- Distribution of travel time after filter  
After filtering out the data speed was also adjusted to be more central because it is the 
division of route length and travel time and the filter is based on the speed. More detailed 
information about travel time and route length can be seen in the Figure 21 and 22. 
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Figure 20- CDF and PDF of speed after filter 

After filter, statistics, CDF and PDF of route length didn’t change much while both the 
CDFs and PDFs of travel time shown in Figure 20 has been filtered to be basically the same 
shape as those of route length. It is worth to mention that the CDF and PDF of travel time 
in the following figure is the whole plot, not a selected part like Figure 17. 
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Figure 21- CDF and PDF of travel time after filter 

 

Figure 22- CDF and PDF of route length after filter 
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Figure 23 and 24 show a Pearson and Spearman correlation heatmap for every feature with 
each other. The lighter orange and blue mean stronger relationships positively and 
negatively while a blacker color shows less relationship. As we know, time is calculated 
by route length over average speed and route length in our case is known for each route, 
meaning that the features which has a strong correlation with speed can also be useful in 
the process of training the network.  

Both the Pearson and Spearman show that route length has the strongest positive 
correlation with time, as what we expected. This means that a longer route will lead to more 
travel time consumed.  

As for average weighted speed limit (awsl in short) has the second highest value of 
correlation and to some extend urban area also has a relative correlation with it. Month and 
hour are almost 0 correlated with time and speed in both of the measurements, showing the 
weakest correlations. Essentially what this tells us is that travel time does not increase the 
further away we get from January. It should be stated that other assumptions regarding 
months should be explored. The same could be said about hour. Nevertheless, other 
features and time are somewhat correlated, but we don’t know if this correlation is between 
themselves directly or through other features. For example, awsl and urban area are highly 
negatively correlated, and both have a correlation with time. But there is no further 
information saying if the feature is directly or indirectly correlated with time. Urban area 
is also negatively correlated with route length, so the correlation between urban area and 
time might be through the correlation between route length and time. The correlation 
heatmaps gives an indication of what features can be included as input in the DLP, however 
it cannot constitute the entire decision basis for what features to include. 

 

Figure 23- Pearson correlation heatmap 
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Figure 24- Spearman correlation heatmap 
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5. Basic Model 

The main objective of any organization is to be successful and depending on what 
organization is looked at, success might be defined differently. However, to be successful 
every organization needs to plan. They need to plan on how to execute, operational 
planning, but also how to design the system, strategic planning. As mentioned in Chapter 
1, travel time is an important component/factor in the strategical planning phase of the 
emergency services.  

A very basic model used today to estimate this component is presented below, this is also 
the model that will be used to compare the results from the model developed in this study.   

�珍 =∑ 健沈珍嫌沈珍沈  �珍 = 喧堅結穴件潔建結穴 建堅欠懸結健 建件兼結 血剣堅 堅剣憲建結 倹 健沈珍 = 健件券倦 健結券訣建ℎ 剣血 健件券倦 件 件券 堅剣憲建結 倹 嫌沈珍 = 嫌喧結結穴 健件兼件建 剣血 健件券倦 件 件券 堅剣憲建結 倹 
 
Even though the formula of the model is known, there are some, even though not as vital, 
unknowns surrounding the model. I.e we do not know if this model is actually used. In the 
case that it is used we do not know for how long, when or by whom it was originally 
implemented. Also, if it is used we do not know the range of usage of the model.  As 
mentioned this information is of little importance for the study but would’ve given a 
broader view of the current situation and how the model is used.   
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6. Deep learning process 

The main purpose of this study is to construct a model that estimates travel times for 
emergency services. The model itself is a deep neural network or as referred to in this report 
a deep learning process (DLP). In order to have a complete functioning DLP there are many 
decisions to make, especially considering the hyper parameters of the DLP. This section of 
the report is going to focus on the architecture of the DLP and what choices have been 
made and motivate why. 

6.1. Hyper parameter 

In a neural network there are many decisions to make regarding the hyper parameters in 
the network. Amongst these there are the number of neurons and layers, learning rate, etc. 
In this study the learning rate was set to ど.どどな, and the number of layers and neurons where 
mainly subject to tuning with the method of trial and error. As a starting point two layers 
were selected, and the number of neurons was decided by Equation 9. A trial and error 
process where monitoring the error of the model on the training and test data was conducted 
where addition and removal of neurons and layers where done. The structure that delivers 
the best result was found to be a 2 layered network with 250 neurons in the first layer and 
120 neurons in the second layer. 

6.2. Activation function and loss function  

In Chapter 3.2 the role of the activation function in a neural network is described. The 
activation function has a central role in the network as it activates the neurons and keeps 
the information going from the beginning to the end of the network. In this report three 
different activation functions are presented, two sigmoidal (logistic and tangential 
function), and the activation function known as ReLU, which is a piecewise linear function.  

In other studies where a DLP has been developed for travel time estimations it has been 
found that, in the cases where the activation function is stated, a sigmoidal function is used. 
Even though a sigmoid function has been proven to work in this context, the ReLU function 
is used in the DLP presented in this study. This due to the properties of the sigmoid where 
the saturated areas might be reached while backpropagating causing the phenomena known 
as vanishing or exploding gradient. Also test runs where the different activation functions 
where used showed a better result when using ReLU over the other two.  

Another important part of any given DLP is the loss function which allows for evaluation 
of the result. Jindal et al. (2017) and Amita et al. (2015) used the mean square error as the 
loss function in their DLPs, other possible loss functions are not covered in this report but 
since the problem is essentially a regression problem it makes sense to use the mean square 
error as the loss function.  

6.3. Network initialization 

It is mentioned in Chapter 3.2 that the initialization of weights and biases can have a great 
impact on the performance of a neural network and depending on the design of the 
network there are different recommendations on how to initialize it. As the DLP 
presented in this study utilizes the ReLU activation function the weights are initialized 
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from a Gaussian distribution �岫捲, �岻 where 捲 = ど and �鎮 = √岾 態沈如∗栂如峇. 拳ℎ結堅結: �鎮 = 券憲兼決結堅 剣血 件券喧憲建 件券 健欠検結堅 健   拳鎮 = 建ℎ結 券憲兼決結堅 剣血 拳結件訣ℎ建嫌 件券 健欠検結堅 健. 
There are several other ways of initializing a DLP but as the mentioned method is 
recommended by He et al. (2015), when utilizing the ReLU as an activation function, it 
gives an extra incentive to use it.  

6.4. Inputs 

The inputs to the model are the altered route information file where each route has 
information of the features encountered on a specific route. However, the features provided 
initially are not all included in the end result model. The correlation matrices, shown in 
Chapter 4.3.3, give an indication of what features can help in finding the underlying 
relationship between input and output, but do not give a definite answer. Also, expertise 
within the area might help in deciding what inputs to use or at least test. The features 
potentially chosen for input are route length, awsl, weight class, case type, guard rail, urban 
area, speed bumps, average route width, roundabout and resource category.  

The different inputs to investigate are shown in the matrix below. Some of them were 
selected with indications given from the correlation matrix and some from reasoning in 
combination with a trial and error process. Selecting what inputs to use in a neural network 
is not the easiest task. Even though the correlation between variables can help, there might 
be other relations that are significant and that the neural network may be able to find. This 
is the main reason for including variables that do not show a strong correlation with travel 
time or speed.    

All input data is also normalized before used in the network.  

隙 = 捲沈珍 捲沈珍 捲沈珍教 教 教捲沈津 捲沈津 捲沈津   捲沈珍 捲沈珍 捲沈珍教 教 教捲沈津 捲沈津 捲沈津 拳ℎ結堅結: 捲怠珍 = 堅剣憲建結 健結券訣建ℎ 件券 堅剣憲建結 倹 捲態珍 = 欠懸結堅欠訣結 拳結件訣ℎ建結穴 嫌喧結結穴 健件兼件建 件券 堅剣憲建結 倹  捲戴珍 = {な 件血 懸結ℎ件潔健結 件嫌 健件訣ℎ建 件券 堅剣憲建結 倹 ど 剣建ℎ結堅拳件嫌結  捲替珍 = 潔欠嫌結 建検喧結 件券 堅剣憲建結 倹  捲泰珍 = 建ℎ結 喧結堅潔結券建欠訣結 剣血 訣憲欠堅穴 堅欠件健 件券 堅剣憲建結 倹  捲滞珍 = 喧結堅潔結券建欠訣結 剣血 憲堅決欠券 欠堅結欠 件券 堅剣憲建結 倹  捲胎珍 = 建ℎ結 嫌憲兼 剣血 潔欠健兼件券訣 兼結欠嫌憲堅結嫌 件券 堅剣憲建結 倹  捲腿珍 =  欠懸結堅欠訣結 堅剣欠穴 拳件穴建ℎ 剣血 堅剣憲建結 倹  捲苔珍 = 嫌憲兼 剣血 堅剣憲券穴欠決剣憲建嫌 件券 堅剣憲建結 倹  捲怠待珍 = 堅結嫌剣憲堅潔結 潔欠建結訣剣堅検 件穴 件券 堅剣憲建結 倹  
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The investigation shows that route length, awsl, resource category and average road width 
are beneficial for the network as inputs. This was done by adding features and looking at 
the result shown in Table 9. The table only shows a part of results we experimented. The 
first experiment was only done with route length as our sample. By adding average 
weighted speed limit, we can see an obvious decrease in both measurements. So this feature 
should be kept for inputs. Weight class, urban area, speed bump or guard rail doesn’t give 
any benefits to the model even with a more capable model from NO.3, 5, 6, 7 and 8. Based 
on experiment 9, the combination of case type and average road width can actually make a 
different in both errors. The feature case type represents a vehicle belonging to either the 
fire department or the ambulance. However, there are several vehicle types within both 
departments and therefore case type was replaced with resource category believing that the 
DLP would be able to capture nuances between the vehicles. The end result is fairly the 
same and since these two features fundamentally represent the same thing we decided to 
go with resource category.  We do also believe that a higher granularity in the data may 
benefit the model with regards to robustness and also when presenting it with new data 
since it could capture more relations within every vehicle type such as vehicle weight, 
which may be harder with only two values representing different vehicle types. However, 
these are pure speculations and should be investigated further. The last version of the DLP 
with the resource category as input is presented in the results. 

table 9 - tuning process of feature selection 

NO.  NO. of  

Neurons 

epoch Input feature Absolute error Percentage 

Error 

1 147, 

30 

40 Route length 67.71(training) 

68.83(testing) 

27.41(training) 

25.62(testing) 

2 147, 

30 

40 Route length 

Average weighted 

speed limit 

58.20(training) 

61.93(testing) 

21.31 (training) 

21.56(testing) 

3 147, 

30 

40 Route length 

Average weighted 

speed limit  

Weight class 

59.61(training) 

63.24 (testing) 

25.51(training) 

25.77 (testing) 

4 147，30 40 Route length 

Average weighted 

speed limit  

Case type 

57.35 

61.64 

23.71 

23.44 

5 147，30 40 Route length 

Average weighted 

speed limit  

Case type  

62.29 

63.28 

26.71 

26.28 
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Guard rail 

6 2000， 

1000 

60 Route length 

Average weighted 

speed limit  

Case type  

Guard rail 

54.86 

60.02 

23.21 

23.33 

7 2000, 

1000 

40 Route length 

Average weighted 

speed limit  

Urban area 

61.87 

63.75 

30.39 

28.21 

8 1500 

750 

60 Route length 

Average weighted 

speed limit  

Speed bump 

61.98 

63.50 

24.40 

24.07 

9 300 

150 

50 Route length 

Average weighted 

speed limit  

Case type 

Average road width 

53+ 

57+ 

21+ 

21+ 

Adding any single feature except the ones already included does not have any significant 
effect on the output. However, there is no indication that this is due to the feature itself, but 
can also be due to how the features where categorized. To give any clarity in this manner 
a deeper investigation on how to categorize the different features should be conducted. 

6.5. Network summary and structure 

In this section an overview summary of the decisions made when deciding on the topology 
of the DLP is presented. Table 10 shows the summary of the different parameters of the 
finalized network. Figure 25 depicts the model structure. The model is constructed by input 
layer, two hidden layers with 250 and 120 neurons respectively and output layer. The input 
layer has four input ports which receive route length, awsl, case type and average road 
width while output layer has one port, estimating travel time. Activation function is ReLu 
for each neuron in hidden layers. Before training the model, the weights and bias are 
initialized by he-normal and zero distribution respectively. And then the training process 
has been limited to 500 epochs and early stop which will make the model terminate when 
the stop conditions are satisfied has been implemented to prevent overfitting. 
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Table 10- Summary of network parameters 

Number of layers 2 

Number of neurons for each layer 250 and 120 

Number of Epochs 500 

Learning rate 0.001 

Activation function ReLu 

Weight initialization He-normal 

Bias initialization Zero 

 

Figure 25- Deep learning network structure 捲沈怠 = 堅結嫌剣憲堅潔結 潔欠建結訣剣堅検 剣血 堅剣憲建結 件  捲沈態 =  堅剣憲建結 健結券訣建ℎ 剣血 堅剣憲建結 件 捲沈戴 = 欠懸結堅欠訣結 拳結件訣ℎ建結穴 嫌喧結結穴 健件兼件建 剣血 堅剣憲建結 件  捲沈替 = 欠懸結堅欠訣結 堅剣欠穴 拳件穴建ℎ 剣血 堅剣憲建結 件  桁�̂ = 継嫌建件兼欠建結穴 建堅欠懸結健 建件兼結 血剣堅 堅剣憲建結 件  
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7. Result 

The focus of this chapter is to show the results of the basic model used by emergency 
services today and the results of the DLP developed in this study. This will enable further 
analysis between the performances of the two models.  

7.1. Basic model 

The basic model was presented in Chapter 5 and is simply the travel time calculated as the 
sum of the division between link length and speed limit  for every link in a route. The 
relationship between outputted result of the basic model and distance is shown in Figure 
26. The distribution of the travel time generated by this model is fitted to a log normal, 
depicted in Figure 27.  This shows that even though the basic model can be considered 
fairly simple it still produces results that are drawn from a similar distribution as the ground 
truth data. Providing a basic form of validation to the results that are produced by the basic 
model.  

 

Figure 26- Distance – travel time diagram for basic model 
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Figure 27- Distribution of estimated travel time from basic model 

 

In addition to the distance-travel time diagram and the distribution of the estimated travel 
times Table 11 shows some descriptive statistics of the result (all the values are in seconds).  

Table 11- Descriptive statistics of the estimated travel time from basic model 

 Mean Std Min Max 

Basic Model 333.70 395.40 9.13 3225.35 

 

7.2. Deep learning model 

In this section the result of the model constructed in this study is presented. When 
modelling any phenomena there are certain steps that are essential for determining whether 
a model is of use or not. Validating the result of a model is such a step. This is done to 
ensure that the given output is reliable and useful for its intended purpose.  

Networks constructed within the area of deep learning are not different. In this study the 
provided data set is split into two parts, training data and test data, where the training data 
consist of 75% of the entire dataset and the test data is the remaining 25%. The performance 
of the model is then evaluated by computing the performance measures MAE and MAPE 
a more in-depth analysis of the model and the performance of it is presented in Chapter 8.  

Before any predictions are shown, a figure depicting how the loss function value decreases 
over the epochs is presented below in Figure 28. As can be seen the loss function value 
drops fast within the first epochs and stabilizes although steadily decreases over the 
continuation of the remaining epochs. A limit of epochs was set at 500 since a risk of 
overfitting was observed when reaching a large amount of epochs. But the technique of 
early stopping was also applied, meaning that the training process is stopped once the loss 
function value doesn’t decrease a specified value over a specified amount of epochs. For 
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our model the training process stops once the loss function value doesn’t decrease more 
than 10 over 35 epochs.  

 

Figure 28- Model loss function values over epochs 

A visualization of the predicted data is provided in Figure 29 and 30, where the distance of 
a route is the function of the travel time. Also, the distribution of the predicted travel times 
for both training and test data are provided in Figure 31 and 32 and shows a log normal 
distribution.  As Figure 29 and 30 only shows the results given by the DLP, no further 
conclusions can be drawn here.  A more detailed comparison and analysis can be found in 
the following chapter. 
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Figure 29- Distance- estimated travel time for training data 

Figure 29 shows the predicted travel times from the DLP achieved after training the 
model for approximately 450 epochs. These results apply only on the training data and in 
order to test/validate the model a test data set was used. The travel times achieved from 
using the test data as input is shown in Figure 30. 
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Figure 30- Distance- estimated travel time for testing data 

 

Figure 31 - training data predictions histogram 

 

Figure 32 - test data predictions histogram 
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In addition to the  predicted travel time plots  histograms of the travel times are provided. 
These show that the DLP produces results in accordance to a log-normal distribution. 
Since the travel times from the ground truth also are log normally distributed this gives an 
early indication of valid results. Some descriptive statistics of the result for both training 
and testing data is provided in Table 12.  

Table 12- Descriptive statistics of the estimated travel time from DLP model 

 Mean Std Min Max 

DLP (training) 315.05 349.74 13.87 2801.88 

DLP (test) 313.93 346.38 11.78 2703.32 
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8. Analysis 

As the results by themselves, do not say much this chapter is going to focus on the analysis 
of the results. A comparison is made between a simple model called the basic model in this 
paper. In addition, some analysis of the error is also presented in an effort to understand 
when the DLP performs at its best and also to be able to identify where improvements can 
be done.  

8.1. Comparison  

In Chapter 4.3.3 where the data is described, Figure 19 shows that travel time is log normal 
distributed. This is no groundbreaking discovery as the same distribution has been observed 
by Aladdini (2010) which was used as a reference in a travel time study by Westgate et al 
(2015), where they also assumed travel time to be log normally distributed. One way of 
comparing the models is to study the distribution of the output. In both cases, basic model 
and DLP, the predicted travel time is also log normal distributed, depicted in Figure 27, 31 
and 32 in the previous chapter, which indicates that both the basic model and the DLP are 
producing viable results. However, the comparison of distributions alone is not enough to 
validate the output of a model. But from Table 13, we can see that the DLP model in both 
training and testing has a similar mean and standard deviation value as ground truth which 
means in statistics this model is closer to the reality. The basic model tends to be more 
wider with a slightly higher standard deviation and it will estimate the emergency vehicle 
driving in a slightly slower speed in average. 

Table 13- Statistics comparison in seconds between DLP model, basic model and ground truth in seconds 

 Mean Std Min Max 

DLP (training) 315.05 349.74 13.87 2801.88 

DLP (test) 313.93 346.38 11.78 2703.32 

Basic Model 333.70 395.40 9.13 3225.35 

Ground truth 315 365 19 3370 
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Figure 33- comparison between basic model and ground truth 

Figure 33 shows the result from the basic model together with the ground truth. Since the 
basic model doesn’t need to be trained predictions are done for the entire dataset. The basic 
model generates travel times that follow a log normal distribution, and an observation of 
Figure 33 shows that the basic model generates travel time estimations that are in the area 
of the ground truth. Implying that emergency rescue services do not travel much faster or 
slower than the speed limit.   
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Figure 34- comparison between DLP model and grand truth for training and testing data 

Figure 34 shows the predictions made from the DLP both for training and the test data. By 
simple observation it shows that the DLP produces similiar predictions to the basic model. 
The results from the DLP constructed in this study can’t by simple observation be 
determined whether it generates better estimations or not. Therefore we need more 
profound analysis which is further presented in Chapter 8.2.  

8.2. Error analysis 

To get a deeper understanding of the performance of the DLP an analysis on the error is 
performed. Table 14 and Table 15 show the mean absolute error (MAE) and the mean 
absolute percentage error (MAPE) for the two models and some descriptive statistics of 
these.  

Table 14 - MAE of basic model and DLP in seconds 

 

Table 15 - MAPE of basic model and DLP 

 MAPE Min  Max 

DLP Training 22.0344 0,001 432.47 

 MAE  Min Max 

DLP – Training  51.3969 0.0013 1103.22 

DLP – Test 59.2113 0.0011 876.39 

Basic Model  67.52 0.0048 1122.55 
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DLP Test 23.4878 0,001 254.80 

Basic Model 23.37 0.00007 222.3 

 

Table 14 shows the MAE of the basic model which is 67.52 seconds . Observations of the 
comparisons in Figure 34 which implied that the DLP produces similiar travel time. The 
MAE shows an improvement of 12.3%, however when looking at the MAPE it is quite 
similar.  

The error is in average 16.2 seconds lower for the predictions made on the training data 
and 8.3 seconds lower for the predictions made on the test data. The DLP developed in this 
study has in average a percentage error of roughly 22% for the training data and 23,5% for 
the test data, in comparison to the basic model which has an average percentage error of 
23.37. However, the maximum percentage error of the DLP both for test and training data 
is substantially higher than the maximum percentage error of the basic model. This can be 
an indication of the DLP encountering some routes which are harder to generalize and 
therefore gives a bad prediction in some cases.  

Firstly, we analyze the error of the basic model, Figure 35 depicts the absolute and 
percentage error as a function of the route length and shows that the absolute error becomes 
larger as the route length increase. The percentage error seems to vary between 0 and 100% 
for shorter routes and narrow to 0 and 50% for longer routes. 

 

Figure 35- Error – Distance diagram for basic model 

The same plot is depicted in Figure 36 where the error is plotted in relation to the travel 
time. Similarly, the error for the basic model has wider spread when travel time increases 
and with similar shape than when plotted as a function of the distance.  
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Figure 36- Error – travel time diagram for basic model 

Figure 37 and 38 depict the absolute and percentage error for each data point in both 
training and test data set as a function of the route length. The absolute error on the training 
data is mainly concentrated to below 300 seconds (5,0 minutes), however there is a portion 
of errors above the 300 second mark, where the largest error is recorded to be 1103,22 
seconds. The percentage error for training data is also concentrated to under 100% but as 
well there are data points that have a relative error over 200% and the largest percentage 
error is observed to be 432% which will also be discussed in this chapter.  

 

Figure 37- Error – route length diagram for DLP on training data 

As the errors of the training process tells us how well the DLP performs on the specified 
training set, it is of more interest to see how the DLP performs when presented with new 
information, the test data. Figure 38 depicts the absolute error and the percentage error for 
each data point of the test data. As for the training data the errors for the test data in general 
also lies under 300 seconds and 100% respectively. Both MAE and MAPE shows a similar 
shape for the test data as for the training data. However, the maximum error is lower when 
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doing predictions with the test data but shows the same tendency to produce larger 
percentage errors when route length is shorter. 

 

Figure 38- Error – route length diagram for DLP model on testing data 

For further analysis the error is also presented as a function of the travel time depicted in 
Figure 39 and 40 for training and test data respectively. As for the error in relation to the 
route length the error in relation to the travel time shows a similar pattern, this is no 
coincidence as the travel time will naturally be shorter as the route length decreases. 
Nevertheless, as before the absolute error appears to be concentrated to under 300 seconds 
in general for travel time for both the training and test data. The percentage error tends to 
stay under 100% but shows that there is a tendency to produce larger percentage errors 
when travel time is shorter.  

 

Figure 39- Error – travel time diagram for travel time on training data 
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Figure 40- Error – travel time diagram for travel time on testing data 

The analysis shows that the model developed in this study produces travel times that are 
12.3% lower to those produce by the basic model according to the performance metric 
MAE.  According to the second performance metric chosen in this study(MAPE) there’s 
not such a large difference between the basic model and the DLP. Looking at the errors for 
the DLP shows that the shorter routes MAE is concentrated to under 300 seconds, however 
there are errors that are very large. A closer look on one of these larger error are looked at, 
but further commented on in Chapter 9. As for the MAPE shorter routes show a tendancy 
to have larger errors which is expected as an error of an absolute value of 10 seconds will 
constitute a larger portion of a short route than a longer route.   
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9. Discussion 

In this study, a more complex model with more epochs was also implemented, but it only 
showed better performance on training dataset. One possible reason could be the lack of 
data. Due to this reason the model hasn’t been trained by all situations that could occur in 
an emergency trip in the training process. Since the data is not large enough, there could 
be some special trips that are only present in the test data which causes the model not to 
learn how to deal with this group of trips. As a result, it will show a bigger error for test 
data than training data and a model with more capacity will make improvement only on 
training data, which is a sign of overfitting the model.  

This could also be due to inliers in the dataset. An inlier is considered to be a data point 
which is within the filter boundaries but is still a faulty data point. Inliers in training data 
will lead the model to learn in a wrong way while inliers in test data will cause a bigger 
error only for test data. The following route shows an example of inlier which seems a 
regular route from the first 5 columns shown in Table 16. But our prediction for this route 
is 106.44 s, causing around 250% of mean absolute percentage error. If we check this route 
in QGIS which is shown in Figure 41, we can see that the location of the route doesn’t start 
from a station and this is a commander car. One potential reason for this route to start and 
end at the E4 motorway might be that the vehicle is already on the way to another mission 
with a lower priority. On the way, there might be another mission that gets a higher priority 
and because this vehicle is close to the emergency location, the vehicle will head to that 
location directly with the speed they had. So, this could lead to a shorter travel time than 
what we estimated. Another guess for this is map matching algorithm made a mistake in 
generating this route. But we don’t know how this algorithm works. This could also be 
because there’s a lack of acceleration and deceleration information so that we don’t know 
if the vehicle starts from 0 speed or it is driven fast in the whole route. This kind of 
information is quite essential for this short route. 

Table 16- The route information with largest errors from testing data 

Route 
length 

Awsl Resource 
category id 

Average 
route width 

Ground 
truth 

Prediction 

813.72 m 120.53 km/h 22 11.55 m 30.00 s 106.44 s 
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Figure 41- the route with largest error from testing data 

The biggest error in training data happened in a similar situation which route length is also 
short and actually was in the same highway as the route mentioned in test data. Both 
uncommon situations can be distinguished as inliers. The inliers are not easy to be found 
and will influent negatively on the model performance. To remove inliers is another way 
to improve the model. 

Table 17- The route information with largest errors from training data 

Route 
length 

Awsl Resource 
category id 

Average 
route width 

Ground 
truth 

Prediction 

361.63 m 121.67 km/h 146 11.66 m 20.00 s 106.50 s 
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Figure 42- the route with largest error from testing data  

For the model we present, four features that were chosen as input. This since the model 
with additional other features didn’t show any improvement on testing data. Other features 
like roundabout, or intersection measurement might also be beneficial in a deeper or more 
complex model but would in our estimations also have to rely on more data. This because 
when we tried to add more features in a more complex model, only the error for training 
data shows a decrease. We think this is also due to that the dataset is too small for the 
network.  

Further investigation on additional features could be performed with the purpose of 
increasing the performance of the model. Some features that are not available now might 
be useful for the model. I.e. even though we have vehicle type (resource category id) which 
is thought to capture the nuances of the vehicles characteristics affecting travel time, could 
potentially not be detailed enough for each specific vehicle. For example, vehicle weight 
is a parameter that could make difference on travel time, especially for a short route since 
it will take more time for a heavier vehicle to speed up. In this study a weight class 
classification of vehicles was done and showed no improvement in the performance of the 
model. However, the vehicles were divided into two classes, heavy and light, and the 
classification was done by simple observations of the vehicles, no actual weight data was 
used. More classes or actual weight as mentioned before might be a better solution.  

Another type of data that could potentially make improvement to the models’ performance 
is real time data like weather condition and real-time route condition. Weather data such as 
temperature, rainfall etc, can be obtained from different weather stations placed in the 
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region of interest and information about the traffic condition on a specified route could 
possibly be obtained from different sensors, GPS, etc. However, for weather data SMHI 
needs to be contacted and instructed on what data, how much and how it should be 
structured for the study at hand. Information about traffic condition is potentially harder to 
obtain. Google is known for collecting data via GPS and some investigation whether this 
data can be accessed or not could be interesting. Due to the difficulties associated with 
obtaining real time data there is none presented in this study.   

What is more, we are not sure if the model is valid for use in every region of Sweden. The 
dataset including less than 4000 instances was taken only from the county of Västergötland 
and the county of Östergötland, the geographical limitation of where the data was recorded 
makes it hard to conclude whether the model can be valid for all regions in Sweden. We 
suggest that further tests with data from all Sweden are needed to draw any conclusions. 
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10. Conclusion 

• How well does the current model perform when estimating travel times for 
emergency vehicles?  

As described in Chapter 7.1, the absolute mean and absolute percentage mean error of basic 
model for estimating travel time are presented. Since there is no a binary performance 
measurement to determine if the model is good or not it is hard to conclude a “correct” 
answer to this question. However, the basic model gives an error of 23% and roughly 67 
seconds of error in average for the data we used. As there is always room for improvement, 
it is up to the emergency service providers to determine whether this is an accepted error 
or not.   

• What factors are the most relevant to use in a deep learning process when estimating 
the travel times for emergency vehicles? 

In the model presented in this report, route length, average weighted speed limit, and 
average road width showed a certain relationship in the correlation matrix and was 
therefore chosen as inputs. The resource category which is the fourth input shows no 
correlation in the correlation matrices. However, by adding this feature the performance 
becomes slightly better. This might be because of non-linear relation not captured by the 
Pearson or Spearman correlation test. Amongst the four inputs, route length is the most 
important factor which also match the common sense.  

The four selected features are shown to be important for the model presented in this study. 
But it doesn’t mean other features are not related to estimate travel time for emergency 
vehicles. They might be of importance in other deep learning models with different 
configurations or other models. 

• Is it possible to get a better estimate of emergency vehicle travel times utilizing a 
deep learning process, compared with the currently used method?   

When we compared the basic model with the model we present in Chapter 8, the DLP 
developed in this study shows an improvement of 12.3% according to MAE. Even if this 
is considered to be a small difference in the area of emergency rescues a matter of seconds 
may be vital. As the MAE shows a positive change the MAPE shows that there is not much 
difference. In order to be sure that the DLP gives an actual improvement further studies 
should be carried out. We can therefore not say that our presented model can give a much 
better estimation on travel time in average but that there is potential to eventually get a 
better estimate with our approach.  

In addition the three research questions has allowed us to fulfill the aim off this study as 
there now is a DLP which estimates travel time and has been evaluated by comparing the 
results to a basic model.   
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Appendix A 

This appendix will show a detailed description of the resource_category_id.  A 
classification column is added in this appendix identifying the vehicle as either a light or 
heavy vehicle. The classification was done by simple observation of the different 
vehicles. No information about their actual weight was obtained.    

RESOURCECATEGORY_ID RESOURCECATEGORY_CODE CASETYPE_ID DESCRIPTION Weight_class 

1 Räddning. 20 

Räddningsbil / 

räddningsenhet 

heavy 

2 Ambulans 30 Ambulans Light 

16 Lättambula 30 Lättambulans Light 

17 Släck. 20 Släckbil Heavy 

18 Stege. 20 Stegbil Heavy 

20 Terräng. 20 Terrängfordon Heavy 

22 Befäl. 20 Befäl Light 

28 Akutbil 30 Akutbil Light 

31 Hävare. 20 Hävare Heavy 

33 Vatt/Tank. 20 Vattenenhet / Tankbil Heavy 

37 Container. 20 Containerbil Heavy 

38 Kem. 20 Kembil Heavy 

41 Rökdyk. 20 Rökdykarbil/buss Heavy 

42 Samb/ledn. 20 Sambandsbil Light 

105 Amb trpt 30 

Transportambulans 

(Ambulanssjukvårdare) 

Light 

107 Amb akut 30 Akutambulans(Sjuksköterska) Light 

131 Skum. 20 Skumbil Heavy 

143 Ledning. 20 Ledningsenhet Light 

146 Lastbil. 20 Lastbil Heavy 

147 Släck res. 20 Släckbil, reservbil Heavy 

150 Slangutl. 20 Slangutläggare light 

151 Amb ledn 30 Ledningsfordon Light 

(1)225 RE. 20 Rsg Räddningsenhet heavy 

(18)226 HE. 20 Rsg Höjdenhet Heavy 

(33)227 VE. 20 Rsg Vattenenhet Heavy 
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(31)228 HÄ. 20 Rsg Hävare Heavy 

229 SE. 20 Rsg Stabsenhet Light 

230 LX. 20 Rsg Lastväxlare Heavy 

(143)231 IL. 20 Rsg Insatsledare Light 

(143)232 IC. 20 Rsg Insatschef Light 

(131)233 SK. 20 Rsg Skumbil Heavy 

(41)234 DY. 20 Rsg Dykbil Light 

235 LA. 20 Rsg Liten Lastbil Heavy 

236 BP. 20 Rsg Brytpunktsbil Light 

240 Rökskydd. 20 Rsg Rökskyddsbil Heavy 

(131)282 SB. 20 Rsg Skumbil Heavy 

(18)295 Höjd. 20 Höjdenhet Heavy 


